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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
NORSOK expert group on structures (EgN) has initiated a program to review if one or more of NORSOK
structural standards may be replaced by reference to ISO standards. This report presents the results of
the gap studies for the design of jacket platforms.
The study has shown that in general the use of ISO series of standards for design of jacket platforms will
lead to structures that meet the required safety level of NORSOK. However, additional requirements
should be supplemented to avoid areas where it is found that ISO presently does not provide sufficient
requirement. Examples are grouted pile sleeve connections and fatigue checks of single sided welds.
The ISO standards require in most cases larger safety factors than NORSOK. In certain cases this will
lead to a safer design. However, there will be limited effect of increasing the safety margin for nongoverning failure modes. It is therefore judged that the overall safety level is comparable in the two
standards despite the increased dimensions needed to meet ISO requirements.
The analyses have shown that it is likely that design according to ISO structural standards will lead to
increased cost compared with the use of the NORSOK N-series of standards. This is due to generally
larger safety factors, and specific design requirements such as stronger joints than members and
requirements to global reserve strength.
There is found that NORSOK N-series covers more details of the actual topics that are needed to design
such structures, but there are, albeit less, areas where NORSOK lacks recommendations. For a large
number of the topics that are reviewed it is noted that the change from NORSOK to ISO will make the
design process more complicated.
Use of the ISO standards will require that the purchaser make a more comprehensive design
specification in order to make selections that are needed and to guide the designer where additional
recommendations are required. This may lead to increased cost remembering that the reduction of
company specifications were seen as a major element of cost reduction when the NORSOK standards
originally where developed.
It should be mentioned that the structural standards of ISO and NORSOK includes mutually references.
Their future developments must therefore be harmonised.
It is observed that design recommendations for certain areas where ISO and NORSOK had the same
formulations for the first issue of the NORSOK standard no longer are equivalent. This is due to the more
frequent revisions of the NORSOK standards. If the future development of the ISO standards will be
similar to what has been experienced up to now, the distance between state of the art and the
recommendations in the standard will increase.
A summary of the identified gaps are given in Chapter 4. The summary includes ratings of the gaps for
the following four groups causing the gap:
1. Differences in what is covered by the codes
2. Differences affecting structural integrity
3. Differences affecting cost
4. Difference in the efficiency of the design process
It should be noted that the summary presents a simple summation of the given rates without weighing
the various gaps according to their significance.
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2 INTRODUCTION
2.1 Purpose
The purpose of the study is to present the consequences for the industry by stop using NORSOK
standards and instead refer to ISO standards for the design of jacket type platforms for development of
oil and gas fields on the Norwegian continental shelf. The work is carried out under contract with
Standard Norge and is supervised by NORSOK expert group on structures (EgN).
Several standards in the ISO 19900 series are now formally issued making possibilities for making
reference to these from the NORSOK standards in the N-series leading to withdrawal or shortening of the
current NORSOK standards. Before the decision of withdrawal of entire standards or omission of parts of
a standard by reference to ISO it is necessary to closely investigate the consequences.
NORSOK standards build upon 40 years of experience from the North Sea developed in accordance with
Norwegian (European) principles for structural design and fabrication.
ISO is developed for World wide application and with integration of several traditions of structural design
and fabrication. This yields not only between different regions but also between different types of objects.
ISO standards are developed on a consensus bases which make them often offering alternative methods
which may lead to different results.
This study is Part 2 in a series of gap analyses investigating the consequences of referring to ISO
standards instead of NORSOK for structural design of offshore structures. The total project is intended to
be carried out as 6 separate part projects denoted Task 1, Task 2 etc. Each task is intended to be
completed within 6 months. Each task will deal with a subset of the various types of structures or phases
in the life of the structure. Each task will be documented in a separate report. The following tasks are
proposed:
Task 1 Design of jacket platform activity 1 and 2 (for definition of activities see 2.2.)
Task 2 Design of jacket platform activity 3
Task 3 Fabrication and installation of jacket platform
Task 4 Design, installation and fabrication of ship shaped FPSO structure
Task 5 Design, installation and fabrication of semi and tension leg platforms
Task 6 Assessment of existing structures
For a more detailed description of the total gap analysis project reference is made to /1/.

2.2 Method
Because the document structure is different in ISO and NORSOK it is not possible to compare them
standard by standard. Instead the following procedure was applied defining three different activities:
1)

For each platform type that the standards is intended to cover (jacket, semi, FPSO, etc.)

establish a list of topics that the standards as minimum should treat. This list will need to be reviewed
for completeness both by designers and platform owners.
2)

For each item on the list of topics it will be noted which parts of the ISO and NORSOK standards

that gives recommendations. In addition the standards will be checked if there are relevant
recommendations that are not covered by the list of topics.
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3)

For each topic it will be made a comparison of the requirements between ISO and NORSOK and

the gap will be identified.
The results from Activity 1) and 2) are presented in DNV report 2013-0406 rev.0 /1/.
The list of topics prepared in Activity 1 was intended to identify all topics that should be covered in order
to complete the design of all types of jacket platforms: Monopile structures, tripods, four and multileg
platforms in shallow, moderate and deep waters. All design aspects needed to complete the basis for a
jacket structure to be ready for fabricated should be covered. That involved general design requirements,
collections of metocean data, soil investigations, establishing design parameters, selection of materials,
determination of the various load , recommendations for check of all relevant failure modes, quality
requirements etc.
For each of the topics to be compared the following was identified:
1. Differences in what is covered by the codes
2. Differences affecting structural integrity
3. Differences affecting cost
4. Difference in the efficiency of the design process
5. Areas that should be quantitatively investigated
6. Comments (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
The comparison was made against clauses in the various standards. In some cases also the referred
standards was used e.g. DNV-RP-C203 as this is referred to by NORSOK N-004 and parallel requirements
are included in the ISO 19902 standard.
In cases where it can be assumed that both suits of standards may be used together with the same
standard, handbook etc. investigations are not made.
The commentary parts of the standards have not been subject to detailed review.
The list of topics and referred paragraphs as presented in DNV report 2013-0406 /1/ was used as basis
for the work presented in this report. For simplicity the same content and have been included in
Chapter 6 in this report. Some modifications were introduced during the work and as a reference one
should consult Chapter 6 of this report as the DNV report 2013-0406 /1/ have not been updated.
The analysis was made by review of the subclauses of the standards listed in Chapter 6. The results are
given in Chapter 5 using the same subnumbering as in Chapter 6. That means e.g. that gap identification
related to Corrosion protections given in subclause 5.7 are based on the review of standard clauses in
subclause 6.7.
For the analysis it was decided to use a rating system for the four areas that was reviewed. The system
is presented in Table 2-1.
It should be noted that the summary presents a simple summation of the given rates without weighing
the various gaps according to their significance.
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Table 2-1

Rating code

+2

Property
Differences in what is
covered by the codes for
this topic
Differences affecting
structural integrity for
this topic
Differences affecting
fabrication cost for this
topic
Difference in the
efficiency of the design
process for this topic

+1

0

-1

-2

ISO covers
significant
broader scope

ISO covers
somewhat
broader scope

Similar scope
for both
standards

NORSOK covers
somewhat
broader scope

NORSOK covers
significant
broader scope

ISO will lead to
significant safer
structures

ISO will lead to
somewhat safer
structures

Both standards
gives same
safety

NORSOK will
lead to
somewhat safer
structures

NORSOK will
lead to
significant safer
structures

ISO will lead to
significant
reduction in
cost

ISO will lead to
somewhat
reduction in
cost

Both standards
gives same cost

NORSOK will
lead to
somewhat
reduction in
cost

NORSOK will
lead to
significant
reduction in
cost

ISO will lead to
significant less
design work

ISO will lead to
somewhat less
design work

Both standards
gives same
design work

NORSOK will
lead to
somewhat less
design work

NORSOK will
lead to
significant less
design work

3 STANDARS REVIEWED
3.1 ISO
ISO 19900 General requirements for offshore structures, Second edition, 2013-12-15
ISO 19901-1, Petroleum and natural gas industries — Specific requirements for offshore structures —
Part 1: Metocean design and operating considerations, First edition, 2005-11-15
ISO 19901-2, Petroleum and natural gas industries — Specific requirements for offshore structures —
Part 2: Seismic design procedures and criteria, First edition, 2004-11-15
ISO 19901-3, Petroleum and natural gas industries — Specific requirements for offshore structures —
Part 3: Topsides structure, First edition, 2010-12-15
ISO 19901-6, Petroleum and natural gas industries — Specific requirements for offshore structures —
Part 6: Marine operation, First edition, 2009-12-15
ISO 19902, Petroleum and natural gas industries — Fixed steel offshore structures, First edition 200712-01

3.2 NORSOK
NORSOK N-001, Edition 8,

Sept. 2012

Structural design

NORSOK N-003, Edition 2,

Sept. 2007

Action and action effects

NORSOK N-004, Edition 3,

Feb 2013

Design of steel structures

DNV-RP-C203,

Rev Oct. 2012

Fatigue design of offshore steel structures

VMO Standard: The DNV GL Offshore Standards Covering Marine Operations, i.e. DNV-OS-H101, DNVOS-H102 and DNV-OS-H201 through DNV-OS-H206.

4 SUMMARY
The gap analysis is made by comparing the requirements stated in the two set of standards for the
defined topics that is considered needed in order to carry out the structural design projects for an
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offshore jacket platform. The various topics are rated in relation to four important properties of the
standards as given in Table 2-1. A summary of the evaluations are given in the following.
There are 111 different topics identified and in order to present a summary the various topics are
grouped. A summary of the rating given for each group is presented in Table 4-1. For the subgroup 5.9
―Structural design checks‖ details are presented in Table 4-2. In turn the results for the subgroup 5.9.1
―General design requirements‖ are presented in Table 4-3.
The rating scores are summarized separate for ISO and NORSOK in order to present the differences. The
positive numbers show result in favour of ISO and the negative scores are judgements where NORSOK
will be beneficial.
The summary is made by simple summation of the score given without any weighing due to the
significance of the gaps.

Table 4-1

Summary

5.2 Planning and
regulations
5.3 Metocean data

Difference in the
efficiency of the design
process

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

-5

2

-2

0

-1

0

0

ISO gives requirements to
planning. NORSOK gives specific
requirements to verification.
More detailed guidance in ISO

determination
5.4 Environmental actions

Differences affecting
fabrication cost

Comment

Differences affecting
structural integrity

Group of Topics

Differences in what is
covered by the code

Total score positive and negative

ISO provides more guidance
specifically on earthquakes

5.5 Soil investigation

No gaps identified

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

5.6 Material selection

ISO covers more details

2

0

0

-1

0

0

0

-1

5.7Corrosion protection

No gap identified as NORSOK
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

material standards are referred
to, but ISO allow also alternative
methods
5.8 Connectors

No gap identified
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5.9 Structural design

See Table 4-2

checks
5.10 Foundation design

No significant differences

5.11 Specific

More guidance given in ISO, but

requirements to topside

it may also lead to conflicting

structures

requirements.

5.12 Design

NORSOK gives specific

considerations for in-

requirements for how to plan for

service inspection and

fabrication inspection.

Difference in the
efficiency of the design
process

Differences affecting
fabrication cost

Comment

Differences affecting
structural integrity

Group of Topics

Differences in what is
covered by the code

Total score positive and negative

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

12

-24

3

-13

2

-13

1

-28

3

0

2

0

0

-2

0

-1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

-2

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

27

-32

7

-17

2

-16

2

-32

structural integrity
management
5.13 Documentation

NORSOK is more specific on
requirements to documentation

Total

The summary shows that there are recorded 27 rating points for areas where ISO standards give
requirements where NORSOK does not. NORSOK has 32 rating points for areas that is covered where
ISO does not give requirements.
There are noted 7 rating points for gaps where the use of ISO as the design standard imply stricter
requirements that may increase the structural integrity. Similarly there are noted 18 rating points where
gaps are identified that may increase the structural integrity when NORSOK is used compared to ISO.
Gaps leading to reduced fabrication costs are summarized as 2 rating points when ISO is used as the
design standard. 16 rating points are noted for reduced fabrication costs when NORSOK is used.
2 rating point are identified for gaps leading to simplified design process using ISO as design standard
while 31 is aggregated for NORSOK.
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Table 4-2

5.9 Structural design checks

5.9.1 General design

See Table 4-3.

requirements
5.9.2 Pre service Phase

NORSOK provides more details

(Fabrication, Load Out,

and is easier to use.

Transportation and

Difference in the
efficiency of the design
process

Differences affecting
fabrication cost

Comment

Differences affecting
structural integrity

Group of topics

Differences in what is
covered by the code

Total score positive and negative

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

10

-19

2

-10

2

-12

0

-22

0

-5

1

-3

0

-1

0

-5

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

-1

12

-24

3

-13

2

-13

1

-28

Installation)
5.9.3 In-place condition

ISO gives more detailed
requirements for seismic
design.

Total

The ratings noted for topic group 5.9 is dominated by the gaps compiled in 5.9.1 which is shown in
Table 4-3 below.
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Table 4-3

Summary 5.9.1 General design requirements

Difference in the
efficiency of the design
process

Differences affecting
fabrication cost

Comment

Differences affecting
structural integrity

Group of topics

Differences in what is
covered by the code

Total score positive and negative

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

-1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

-3

1

-3

0

-9

0

-2

0

-7

0

-5

1

-1

0

-7

There are several differences in
the formulations used by the
5.9.1.1 General

two set of standards that go
both ways so in summary it is
judged that ISO can be less
safe and more difficult to use.

5.9.1.2 Analysis and

ISO gives more guidance, but it

modelling methods

is judged not to impact the
resulting design compared with
NORSOK.

5.9.1.3 Non-

Several differences are

environmental actions,

identified, but as summary it is

action factors and

judged to be neutral.

characteristic values for
actions
5.9.1.4 Resistance factors

Differences in how the codes

and characteristic values

formulate the requirements, but

for resistance

is not expected to lead to
design differences.

5.9.1.5 General design

ISO gives more requirements to

requirements ULS and

ULS checks and is judged to

specific ULS in-place

lead to increased cost.

requirements
5.9.1.6 General design

NORSOK provides more details

requirements FLS and

for important details.

specific requirements for
FLS in-place
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5.9.1.7 General design

NORSOK gives more detail

requirements ALS and

recommendations.

specific requirements for

Difference in the
efficiency of the design
process

Differences affecting
fabrication cost

Comment

Differences affecting
structural integrity

Group of topics

Differences in what is
covered by the code

Total score positive and negative

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

0

-9

0

-1

1

0

0

-9

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

-2

0

-2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

-19

2

-10

2

-12

0

-22

ALS in-place
5.9.1.8 General design

ISO gives recommendations for

requirements SLS

more topside components than
NORSOK

5.9.1.9 Exposure levels

Difference terms are used, but
without differences in the
resulting design

5.9.1.10 Air gap

No gap identified for
requirements to air gap.

5.9.1.11 Weight control

No gap identified.

and equipment layout
5.9.1.12 Design for

No gap identified.

inspection and
maintenance
5.9.1.13 Robustness

Different wording, but same
requirement

5.9.1.14 Reserve strength

Not required by NORSOK and
may lead to cost increase.

5.9.1.15 Structural

No gaps identified.

reliability analysis
5.9.1.16 Interface

No gaps identified.

assessment
Total
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The identified areas that is covered by ISO and not by NORSOK is mainly related to ultimate limit states
(ULS) checks. The majority of areas where NORSOK gives recommendations that is not found in ISO are
related to checks for fatigue (FLS) and accidental loads (ALS).
Most recorded ratings indicating improved structural integrity by use of NORSOK standards when used as
design standard are related to fatigue (FLS) checks.
The source for reduction of fabrication cost when using NORSOK is related to the difference in
requirements to ultimate limit states (ULS).
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5 DETAIL REVIEW OF TOPICS
5.1 Introduction
This Chapter presents findings from the review of the requirements for each topic as presented in
Chapter 6.
The references in the following sections are to the section or subsections of the various codes where the
topic is treated.

5.2 Planning and regulations
5.2.1 General requirements to planning
Table 5-1

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes

+2

Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment
NORSOK does not give general requirements to
planning

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-2

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK does not give general requirements to planning

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


NORSOK N-001 (4.1) assumes that a design premises document is developed. This will mean
that the same planning activity as required by ISO has to be done.

Table 5-3

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK does not give general requirements to planning

5.2.2 National regulation compliance
Table 5-4

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-5

Summary and comments

Summary:


No gaps identified.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Both series of standards refer to national codes.

Table 5-6

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified.

5.2.3 Personnel qualification
Table 5-7

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-8

Summary and comments

Summary:


No gaps identified.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Both series of standards require adequate competence and that should be documented.
NORSOK requirement is more detailed.

Table 5-9

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified.
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5.2.4 Risk assessment
Table 5-10

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
0
0
0
+1

Comment

NORSOK requires risk analyses in all cases.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-11

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK require risk analyses for all structures, while this is not given in ISO. See also 5.9.1.7.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


There is not a separate requirement in ISO that risk analyses need to be carried out and it is
also not given reference to Norwegian regulations as done in NORSOK N-001. However, there
is necessary to carry out risk analyses for all manned platforms also according to ISO as ISO
19901-3 refer to ISO 13702 for fire and explosions.

Table 5-12

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK require risk analyses for all structures, while this is not given in ISO.

5.2.5 Design Verification and QA during design phase
Table 5-13

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
0
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment
NORSOK gives detailed requirements to
verification and to personnel qualifications, but
does not give detailed requirements to QA/QC
systems.

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-14

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO gives requirements to QA/QC systems. NORSOK gives detailed requirements to verification
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Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


NORSOK does not give requirements to QA/QC for the design of structures. but projects
carried out using NORSOK N-series will have such requirements formulated elsewhere.

Table 5-15

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO gives no requirements for independent verifications



NORSOK N-series does not give requirements for QA/QC systems.



NORSOK gives specific requirements for verification by use of simplified calculations.



NORSOK gives more detailed requirements for personnel qualifications.

5.3 Metocean data determination
Table 5-16

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
+2

Comment
ISO 19901 gives considerably more detailed
guidance than NORSOK N-003

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-17

Summary and comments

Summary:


All relevant metocean data are covered in both ISO and NORSOK, however ISO provides more
detailed guidance.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Guidance on metocean data collection was given in NORSOK N-002 (2010), but this document
is actually not up-to-date and is not in active use by the industry. Such guidance could be put
into N-003.



Norsok N-002 is planned to be withdrawn when revision 2 of ISO 19901-1 is issued in 2015.
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Table 5-18

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK-N-003 does not have detailed requirements to determination of metocean parameters
for short-term weather sensitive activities (e.g. transportation, installation, underwater
operations, decommissioning)



ISO 19901-1 gives more detailed requirements to wind data than NORSOK N-003.



NORSOK-N-003 §6.6.2 does not mention explicitly determination of water depth, although it is
implicitly given through calculation of possible subsidence of seabed.

5.4 Environmental actions
5.4.1 General requirements
Table 5-19

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

0
-1
0
0

Comment

NORSOK has more detailed ALS requirements

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-20

Summary and comments

Summary:


Differences in action factor and combinations identified.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


ISO use notation Extreme Environmental Action for ULS and Abnormal Environmental Action
for ALS

Table 5-21

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO defines a partial action factor 



For combination of extreme environmental actions ISO 19902 (§9.4.1) defines 3 methods that

f,Ee

=1.35 for ULS.

can be used a), b) and c). Method a) 100 y return period wave height with associated values for
wind and current speed is not defined in NORSOK.


ISO does not specify combinations of environmental actions for ALS. NORSOK has e.g. 10000y
wave, 100y wind and 10y current.
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5.4.2 Wind
Table 5-22

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1
0
0
0

Comment
NORSOK has more on prediction of wind actions.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-23

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK has more on prediction of wind actions. But both ISO and NORSOK refers to Eurocode
for more detailed guidance on wind action predictions.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


ISO 19901-3: The detailed design for a topsides structure shall be based on national or
regional building codes.



Both ISO 19901-1 and NORSOK N-003 recommend the same (Frøya) wind profile and wind
spectrum. NORSOK proposed the Harris wind spectrum for high frequency wind actions on flare
towers.

Table 5-24

Identified gaps

Gaps


The expressions for mean wind actions differ in ISO 19902 and NORSOK N-003 wrt definition of
area and shape coefficients (although the listed values for shape coefficients are the same for
smooth circular cylinder. NORSOK does not provide shape coefficient for rough cylinders.



For assessment of VIV on space frame structures ISO refers to Eurocode while NORSOK
recommends Oppen (―Vortex induced vibrations evaluation of design criteria‖ Statoil report
95337, 2006) for offshore applications.



ISO 19902 opens up for application of computational models validated against wind tunnel tests
or full scale measurements of similar structures. NORSOK requires wind tunnel tests when wind
actions are crucial.
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5.4.3 Waves
5.4.3.1
Table 5-25

General
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
0
-1
0
0

Comment

ISO allows for low kinematics factor

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-26

Summary and comments

Summary:


Several differences with the wave kinematic factor as the most important.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-27

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19901-1 specifies a spreading factor (or kinematics factor as defined in NORSOK) which is a
function of geographical latitude only. NORSOK N-003 specifies a kinematics factor 0.95 for
―North Sea Conditions‖. The ISO spreading factor is considerably lower than 0.95 for North Sea
latitudes. This means that ISO estimated wave drag loads (proportional to square of velocity)
are considerably lower than for NORSOK.
[From ISO-DIS 19901-1 (2014): In extratropical storms there may be a trend of decreasing
spreading with increasing storm severity. In extreme or abnormal extratropical storm events it
may be advisable to consider specifying a lower degree of spreading (where this would be
conservative)].



ISO 19901-1 recommends Delta-stretching for wave kinematics above SWL, while ISO 19902
also specifies Wheeler stretching.



For problems with significant wave induced dynamics NORSOK recommends second order
random wave theory with no kinematics factor. This is not covered by ISO.



ISO 19901-1 discusses effects of wave current interaction



ISO 19901-1 describes the use of New Wave as design wave to account for effects of irregularity
/unsteadiness.



NORSOK specifies Torsethaugen wave spectrum for combined wind- and swell seas, while ISO
recommends a specific swell spectrum to be used together with Jonswap for the wind generated
part, or the general two-peak Ochi-Hubble spectrum.



ISO recommends the storm event approach (Peak over Threshold) for prediction of extreme
individual wave height and crest height.

5.4.3.2
Table 5-28

Static analysis
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-29

Summary and comments

Summary:


For static analysis of ULS wave actions ISO and NORSOK give the same guidance for drag and
inertia actions (both hydrodynamic force model and hydrodynamic coefficients)

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-30

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gap identified.

5.4.3.3
Table 5-31

Dynamic analysis
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-32

Summary and comments

Summary:


For dynamic analysis of ULS wave actions ISO and NORSOK give similar guidance for drag and
inertia actions (both hydrodynamic force model and hydrodynamic coefficients).

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-33

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19902 recommends use of linear random waves for dynamic analyses, while NORSOK
recommends second order random waves.
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5.4.4 Current
Table 5-34

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
+1
+1
-1
0

Comment
ISO provides more detailed description
Stricter requirements in ISO
Larger loads may lead to increased dimensions

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-35

Summary and comments

Summary:

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-36

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO provides information on current profiles (A.9.3) and current profile stretching for combined
wave and current conditions. NORSOK does not provide such information.



For wind generated current ISO recommends 3% of the 1 h sustained wind speed. NORSOK
recommends 2% (to be aligned with ISO in 2015 updated version).



ISO 19902 provides detailed guidance on current blockage effect.

5.4.5 Marine Growth
Table 5-37

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1

Comment
NORSOK provides data for weight and roughness
of marine growth

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-38

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO requires site specific data. NORSOK provides data for weight and roughness of marine
growth

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-39

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK provides specific values for weight and roughness (in addition to thickness) of marine
growth. Specific values to be updated in 2015 version. The regional annexes in ISO only provide
thickness, and require site-specific data for weight and roughness.



ISO links the marine growth to drag and inertia coefficients given in terms of roughness.



ISO allows design to rely on periodic marine growth cleaning or anti-fouling system during the
platform life.

5.4.6 Tsunamis
Table 5-40

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
+2
+1
0
0

Comment
ISO 19901 (10.2) describes origin and effect
Tsunamis is rare for NCS and amplitude small

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-41

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK does not give design requirement wrt tsunamis

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-42

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19901-1 describes in detail origin, occurrence and effect of tsunamis. Tsunamis are not
mentioned in NORSOK N-003.

5.4.7 Seiches
Not considered relevant for this study.

5.4.8 Sea ice and icebergs
Table 5-43

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
+2
0
0
0

Comment
ISO 19906 gives detailed advice (if relevant)

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-44

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK does not give recommendations for sea ice and icebergs.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


ISO 19901-1 refers to ISO 19906 Arctic Offshore Structures for more specific advice on sea ice
and icebergs.

Table 5-45

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK does not give recommendations for sea ice and icebergs.
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5.4.9 Snow and ice
Table 5-46

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1
0
0
0

Comment
NORSOK gives more guidance on snow and ice.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-47

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK gives more guidance on snow and ice.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Some guidance on snow and ice also given in ISO 19906 Arctic Structures

Table 5-48

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK gives more guidance on snow and ice.

5.4.10
Table 5-49

Earthquake
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
0
-1
-1

Comment
The two are more specific on different aspects
Although significant difference in load level,
earthquake will normally not be governing
Although significant difference in load level,
earthquake will normally not be governing

0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-50

Summary and comments

Summary:


The return period for seismic loads is different in NORSOK and ISO.



The procedures for establishing earthquake response spectra are different

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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The difference in level of motions between 10000 and 3300y recurrence period is approximately
a factor of 2 for Norwegian conditions.



The shape of the response spectra is not the same so the difference in seismic response would
vary with frequency of oscillations. In areas with the highest risk, apeak ≈0.3g, the difference
between NORSOK 10000y and ISO 3300y, would be approximately a factor of 2 for T=1s and a
factor of 1.5 for T=0.2s.



It should be noted that the normalised response spectrum given in N-003 is that recommended
in /3/ (from 1988). This has been changed in the more recent study /2/, (from 1998), with
approximately 25-40% lower normalised acceleration in the frequency range of main interest.
We do not know why this has not been changed in the code, and should be considered to be
done for the next revision.



The relatively large difference in earthquake loading will normally not influence the design,
since most of the substructure and topside are normally governed by wind or wave loading or
by accidental loads as explosion (modules protected from wind). This may not always be true
for dynamically sensitive topside units, e.g. flare booms and drilling towers.

Table 5-51

Identified gaps

Gaps


The recurrence values for the two levels of earthquake design are quite different. NORSOK
defines 10000y recurrence period for ALS design check compared to approximately 3300y (see
below) for the ISO ALE design check. NORSOK defines 100y recurrence period for ULS design
check compared to 200y for the ISO ELE design check.



Site specific seismic hazard analyses or site response analyses are not required by any of the
codes for the seismic hazard level at the Norwegian offshore areas. Simplified determination of
bedrock outcrop motions are based on rather detailed zonation maps in NORSOK for the
reference peak accelerations, while very rough zonation for spectral acceleration at periods of
0.2 and 1s are given in ISO.
In NORSOK the recommended magnification from bedrock to seabed motions are only indicated
for ―soft soil‖ and ―stiff soil‖ with no definition of these terms while ISO recommends scaling
parameters for four categories of soil that are well defined.



The differences are described and discussed in more detail in 7.3
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5.5 Soil investigation
Table 5-52

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes

Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1

Comment
NORSOK provides general requirements for
relating the soil investigations to data required
for various design situations.

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-53

Summary and comments

Summary:


There is basically no difference in the requirements to performance of soil investigations.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


It should be mentioned that a new ISO standard ISO 19901-8 Offshore Soil Investigations is to
be issued this year (presently issued for balloting). This standard is based on NORSOK G-001
but considerably modified. This standard has also included some general requirements to
planning and scoping of site investigations, but not with detailed requirements. Detailed
requirements are given to performance of soil investigations (drilling, sampling, in-situ testing,
laboratory testing). This standard is intended in the NORSOK regime to replace NORSOK G001.

Table 5-54

Identified gaps

Gaps


There is basically no difference in the requirements to performance of soil investigations. The
requirements to extent of the soil investigations are in both standards only described in general
terms (ISO 19900, 5.13.3.1 or NORSOK N-001, 7.9.1 and in NORSOK N-004, K.6.1.2 Soil
investigation – Guidance), i.e. no specific requirements are given to number of borings or in-situ
testing locations, nor to use of specific methods. Both standards refer to ISO 19901-4, where
general requirements are further elaborated, but no detailed requirements to scope given. For
technical performance of the soil investigations, N-001 refers to NORSOK G-001. NORSOK N004, K.6.1.2 provides general requirements for relating the soil investigations to data required
for various design situations.
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5.6 Material selection
5.6.1 Structural steel
Table 5-55

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
-1
0
-1

The normative part of ISO 19902 opens for use
of steel with low documented toughness.
NORSOK is more specific.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-56

Summary and comments

Summary:


When the DC approach is prescribed the requirements of ISO are corresponding to NORSOK with
a few exceptions. However, the procedure is somewhat more complicated.



ISO allows for use of materials that are less tested with respect to toughness.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


In ISO 19902, section 19.1, two methods are presented for selection of steel and for
determination of the particular steel specifications to be used for a specific structure, and in
addition the accompanying requirements to fabrication, welding and inspection. These
methods, briefly introduced in 19.2.4 and 19.2.5 in the standard and described in detail in
Annexes C and D, are generally referred to as



a)

the material category (MC) approach, and

b)

the design class (DC) approach

In section 19.2.3 of ISO 19902 it is stated that Annex C and D provide normative details
concerning the implementation of the procedures applicable to its particular method. In section
19.5 it is indicated that Annexes C and D not are normative, as it is stated that ―Annexes C and
D list commonly used specifications‖ for materials. The annexes themselves (Annex C and D)
are identified to be ―informative‖. If Annex C and D are normative or informative is then not
fully clear.



The gap analysis is made by comparing NORSOK with the general requirements of ISO 19902.
It is also made a more specific comparison between NORSOK and ISO when the DC method of
ISO 19902 is selected. This as the DC method described in ISO is based on NORSOK, and is
the most relevant method if ISO should be prescribed as the design standard for projects in
Norwegian sectors.
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Table 5-57

Identified gaps

Gaps


There are differences in the definition of consequence of structural failures that may influence
the material selection. See 5.9.1.9.



In ISO it is not specific requirements when steels with toughness requirements tested at low
temperatures (CV2) should be used.



In ISO there are 6 different toughness classes for the purpose of material selection. NORSOK use
4 different toughness classes (―steel quality level‖ – ―SQL‖). Selection of toughness class is more
complicated and uncertain by use of ISO than by use of NORSOK



Minimum design temperature by use of ISO: No lower limit (in practice: -30°C). Minimum design
temperature by use of NORSOK: -10°C (can be used down to -14°C).



For service temperatures above 0°C, the normative part of ISO 19902 (section 19.4) allows use
of steel without documented toughness properties in critical welded components. This is not
allowed by NORSOK.



In ISO 19902, Table 19.4-1, it is specified that steels belonging to a certain toughness class shall
be Charpy impact tested at the same temperature independent of the thickness. This is more
stringent than required in the fabrication part of ISO 19902, and also more stringent than
required by NORSOK (both for materials and fabrication), which accept higher impact test
temperatures for thinner materials.



The normative part of ISO 19902 (section 19.4) accepts use of materials without CTOD testing
as part of the pre-qualification test program for materials intended to be used for critical
structures. Use of materials for critical structural components without CTOD pre-qualification
testing is not permitted by NORSOK.



As an alternative to the MC and DC approaches, it is stated in the normative part of ISO 19902
(section 19.2.3) that use of ―other rational procedures‖ may be considered. By use of this
alternative, just a very few specific requirements are given to materials and fabrication.

5.6.2 Threaded fasteners
Table 5-58

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
+1
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment
Some requirements for selection of material to
threaded fasteners are given in ISO 19902 while
such fasteners are not specifically dealt with in
NORSOK when it comes to design of jackets.

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-59

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO 19902 includes requirements to the maximum yield stress of materials to mechanical
fasteners.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Threaded fasteners are not part of ordinary jacket design and such structural elements are
dealt with in the TLP part of NORSOK. As this study is limited to the design of jacket structures
that part of NORSOK N-004 has not been reviewed.

Table 5-60

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO require yield strength of threaded fasteners to be less than 725 MPa. No such requirements
are given in the design recommendations for jackets in NORSOK.

5.6.3 Swaged connections
Table 5-61

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes

Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

+1

Comment
ISO 19902 gives general requirements for the
selection of material to swaged connections.
While this is not explicitly dealt with in NORSOK.

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-62

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO 19902 gives general requirements for the selection of material to swaged connections. While
this is not explicitly dealt with in NORSOK.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-63

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19902 gives general requirements for the selection of material to swaged connections. While
this is not explicitly dealt with in NORSOK.

5.7 Corrosion protection
Table 5-64

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-65

Summary and comments

Summary:


A design according to NORSOK will satisfy ISO, but there are several possible options for the
design of corrosion protection systems in ISO so a design according to ISO may not necessarily
satisfy NORSOK.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Both codes address design issues with regard to corrosion protection, however the design
standards in NORSOK N-001 and N-004 deals only with this issue in general terms, but gives
reference to the material standards NORSOK M-001, M-501 and M-503. These standards give
more detailed requirements than ISO 19901-3 and 19902. However ISO 19902 refer to among
others M-501 and M-503 as design codes for design of corrosion protection.

Table 5-66

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified when it comes to design issues related to corrosion protection.
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5.8 Connectors
5.8.1 Functional requirements (Connectors)
Table 5-67

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-68

Summary and comments

Summary:


No gaps identified.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


The design of connectors is not specifically addressed in NORSOK N-001 and N-004 codes, but
if they are used ordinary design requirements will apply like strength and fatigue checks.

Table 5-69

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified

5.8.2 Threaded fasteners
Table 5-70

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-71

Summary and comments

Summary:


No gap identified

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Functional requirements to threaded fasteners are given in ISO 19902. NORSOK do not give
similar requirements to threaded fasteners but general functional requirements to all structural
elements are judged to be similar. Specific requirements to fatigue of threaded fasteners are
given in DNV-RP-C203 which is referred to in NORSOK. See also 5.9.1.6.5.

Table 5-72

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gap identified.

5.9 Structural design checks
5.9.1 General design requirements
5.9.1.1
Table 5-73

General
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
-1

ISO less strict with requirements to return
periods, but more strict to unmanned structures

0
-1

Building code factor and unclear definition of
ULS failure complicates the use of ISO

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-74

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK gives specific requirements to establish evacuation criteria for unmanned platforms
while only general requirements are given in ISO.



Reduced safety factors for unmanned structures are not (yet) defined for ISO while it is
implemented in NORSOK.



NORSOK N-001 (7.2.3) gives reference to design standard and safety factors to be used for
design of aluminium structures while this is not given in ISO.



The statement in 19900 (9.2.1) that the structure should behave essentially elastic in ULS may
cause difficulties in interpretation of the standard and may exclude sound design approaches.



ISO 19901-3 Describes the principle for determining the building code correspondence factor KC
while specific values are given in NORSOK N-004. The ISO will lead to larger differences between
different designers and may cause discussions between designers and reviewers.
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Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


NORSOK N-001 refers to ISO 19900 when it comes to definitions of limit states etc. It has to
be assumed that in case of conflicts NORSOK text will prevail when use of NORSOK standard is
premised.



ISO requires e.g. that the manning on the platform should be specified (ISO 19900 5.9.1) this
is not requested in NORSOK structural standards. Similarly NORSOK structural standards do
not request specification of situations utilized for personnel and material transfer. These
differences and similar are of no practical consequence as this information will be present as it
is required by other codes and is consequently not noted as a gap. It is also a question how the
general reference to ISO 19900 in NORSOK should be interpreted for such items.



Both suit of codes allow for use of reliability design methods and even if the wording is not
identical it is assumed that the practical consequences are similar as both codes requires that
the analyses are calibrated.



ISO gives more general requirements to structures than NORSOK, but in practice these
requirements will be fulfilled in any case. E.g. ISO requires the structure to be maintained
while this is not explicitly stated in NORSOK.

Table 5-75

Identified gaps

Gaps


Partial factors for materials said to be 1.0 for ALS in ISO 19000 (9.6.5), while values different
from 1.0 is used in NORSOK N-004 for certain failure modes.



NORSOK N-001 require the designer to evaluate the vulnerability of the structure (N-001 4.7)
that is not explicitly required in ISO



The general probability level for determination characteristic loads are less specific in ISO 19900
than in NORSOK. ISO 19900 (9.2.1) refers to ―in an order of‖ while NORSOK is specific (NORSOK
N-001 6.2.1). In ISO 19902 the same probability level for environmental loads as used in
NORSOK are specified so this difference is not expected to have impacts on the design.



ISO structural standards are not giving a specific definition of the splash zone as given by
NORSOK N-001 7.2.5.



The ISO standards divide platform into three groups for life safety categories. In NORSOK only
two groups are used. The ISO groups ―S2 Manned evacuated‖ and ―S3 unmanned‖ are both
categorized as unmanned in NORSOK. The evacuation criteria is generally formulated in ISO
(19900 6.2) while in NORSOK a specific requirement is given.



The ISO standards divide platform into three groups for economic consequences while NORSOK
is only using two. The consequence is that ISO defines three ―Exposure level‖ while only two is
used in NORSOK. The lowest ISO Exposure level does not have a counterpart in NORSOK.
However, presently the requirements to the structural design is the same for all exposure
categories in ISO 19900 series of standards as only one set of safety factors are defined. In
NORSOK the safety factor for environmental loads for unmanned structures is reduced compared
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Gaps
with manned platforms (N-001 6.2.2).


NORSOK N-001 gives reference to design standard and safety factors to be used for design of
aluminium structures while this is not given in ISO.



Check for ALS for unmanned structures may be omitted in certain case according to NORSOK N001 (7.2.6), but is required for Exposure level L1 and L2 in ISO 19900 8.2.1.5. However, ISO
19902 gives requirements for manned platforms (Exposure level L1) only, stating that
requirement for other Exposure levels will be included in later revisions. (10.1.2).



Return period for characteristic seismic loads are 2500 year in ISO 19901-2 (6.4) and 10 000
year in NORSOK N-001 (6.2.1).



ISO 19900 prescribe the combination of normal environmental conditions to be included in ULS
checks. NORSOK N-standards do not use the term normal environmental conditions, but will
combine the limiting environmental load in the ULS check in case certain operations are
restricted by weather. There are differences in the load factors and the combinations as NORSOK
will require both ULS a and b to be checked see also 7.1.



ISO 19900 states that the global behaviour in ULS is essentially elastic (9.2.1). In NORSOK N004 it is stated that both elastic and plastic analyses can be applied. (6.1) (See also 19902
12.4.1). For normal jacket design situations this difference will be without practical implications if
the statement of ISO 19900 is understood as a linear beam element analysis with plastic cross
section checks. However, the statement in 19900 that the structure shall globally behave elastic
may cause discussions about how the code should be interpreted and may exclude sound design
approaches especially when it comes to topside structures.



ISO 19901-3 (7.5) states that topside structures should normally be analysed together with the
substructure while this is not required in NORSOK.



ISO 19901-3 Describes the principle for determining the building code correspondence factor K C
while specific values are given in NORSOK N-004. The ISO standards will lead to larger
differences between different designers and may cause discussions between designers and
reviewers.



NORSOK N-001 (7.1) states design principles that are not entirely found in ISO 19900 such as
requirement of ductile behaviour, minimize stress concentration and well defined stress path. It
is assumed that there are no practical implications of this difference for jacket platforms.



NORSOK N-001 (7.13) gives requirements for design of weak links. Similar requirements are not
found in the ISO standards.
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5.9.1.2
Table 5-76

Analysis and modelling methods
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
+2

Comment
ISO gives more comprehensive guidance on
analyses

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-77

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO 19902 gives more guidance on analyses than what can be found in NORSOK, however, there
are few specific requirements and consequently not many concrete gaps to be reported.



ISO 19902 requires the use of linear analysis for check of ULS (Table 12.4.1), NORSOK allow
non-linear methods to be used.



ISO specify requirements to ―Ultimate strength analysis‖ which has a specific meaning in ISO
that is different from NORSOK (and other limit state codes). NORSOK does not give
requirements to such analyses.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


The code text on this topic is in general having a character of guidance in both codes as it is
difficult to be too specific on analysis and modelling without referring to one specific type of
check.



As ISO provides much more recommendations for analyses than NORSOK the comparison is
made not only against the recommendations explicitly given in NORSOK, but also against what
is seen as normal practise for design according to NORSOK.



ISO 19902 state in 12.2.2 that non-linear methods may be used to estimate ultimate strength
of components and RSR values. This seems to be contradictory to what is stated in Table
12.4.1 and in 19900 (9.4.2.). It is therefore assumed that ISO requires linear analyses to be
used in the gap analysis. However in Note 3 to Table 12.4.1 it is stated that non-linear global
analysis may be used to demonstrate that a structure is safe when a linear analysis predicts
failure. It is in this analyses assumed that this note do not apply to design, but to assessment
of existing structures.
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Table 5-78

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19901-3 (9.3.1) requires the assumptions at interface between topside and support
structure to be documented. Similar specific requirement is not given in NORSOK.



ISO 19902 (7.4) requires that additional or adjusted partial factors shall not be used as
substitute to a rational analysis. Similar requirement is not given in NORSOK.



ISO 19902 requires the use of linear analysis for check of ULS (Table 12.4.1), NORSOK allow
non-linear methods to be used. (In 19902 (12.4.1) it is stated that non-linear methods may be
used for local design.)



ISO 19902 requires that all sea fastening shall be modelled. That is not always the case for
design made according to NORSOK.



ISO 19902 specifies requirements for reserve strength analyses (12.4.4.6). Such analyses are
not required according to NORSOK where it is only required that ULS and ALS checks are met



ISO 19902 use the term ultimate strength analysis as a specifically defined global analysis for
jacket platforms. In NORSOK the term ultimate strength is used for all type of failure modes for
any load and structure that is checked in ULS or ALS



The ductility limit given in ISO 19902 (12.6.6) are less accurate than provided in Annex A 3.10.4
of NORSOK N-004 and may lead to larger or less resistance.



NORSOK does not specify the use of mean values for yield stress neither for ULS nor ALS
analyses as specified in ISO 19902 12.6.7.



ISO address the need to check repeated plastic behaviour in case of non-linear analyses
(12.6.9.), but is less specific than NORSOK that require the structure to carry the loads
throughout the storm comprising the ULS (or ALS) environmental condition (NORSOK N-004
6.1).

5.9.1.3
Non-environmental actions, action factors and characteristic
values for actions
5.9.1.3.1
Table 5-79

Actions – General
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-80

Summary and comments

Summary:


The requirements to damaged structures are formulated differently in ISO and NORSOK. ISO
19902 (10.1.6.1) state minimum two times the repair period, while NORSOK require 100 year
return period (N-003, 9.1.3). However the action factors are different see 5.9.1.7.



NORSOK require the characteristic environmental actions to be defined for particular seasons
should be based on a minimum of 3 month (N-003 9.2). Similar requirement is not given in ISO.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


This topic deals with general issues related to definition of actions.



The effect of differences in action factors are dealt with in 5.9.1.5.1 and illustrated in 7.1.

Table 5-81

Identified gaps

Gaps


The characteristic actions from accidental situations are in ISO 19901-3 defined as ―about 10-4‖
(7.10.1), which is less precise than NORSOK N-001 saying ―Actions with probability of
exceedance = 10-4. But as ISO 19901-3 is requiring that risks are reduced according to the
ALARP principle it is considered that there is no gap resulting from this difference.



The return period is in ISO 19902 allowed to be less than 100 year return period if it gives
equivalent structural reliability (6.5.2) whereas NORSOK N-001 require that the use of reliability
methods should be documented to be on the safe side (7.2.2)



ISO does not specify how to determine actions from moored vessel or how to treat actions in
case weak links are introduced similar to what is given in N-001 (6.4.4).



The requirements to damaged structures are formulated differently in ISO and NORSOK. ISO
19902 (10.1.6.1) state minimum two times the repair period, while NORSOK require 100 year
return period (N-003, 9.1.3). However the action factors are different see 5.9.1.7.



NORSOK require the characteristic environmental actions to be defined for particular seasons
should be based on a minimum of 3 month (N-003 9.2). Similar requirement is not given in ISO.
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5.9.1.3.2
Table 5-82

Actions - Specific actions
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity

0
0

Differences affecting fabrication cost

0

Difference in the efficiency of the design process

-1

Comment
More general guidance given in ISO 19901-3
Requirement to minimum pressure difference
not assumed to impact the integrity for jackets
Requirement to minimum pressure difference
not assumed to impact fabrication cost for
jackets
NORSOK N-003 (5.3) states proposed variable
loads to be used for topside

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-83

Summary and comments

Summary:


The identified differences are not assumed to give gaps as ordinary design practice is assumed to
result in similar design and design process.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


The text in ISO 19901-3 on certain topside loads gives general guidance and is judged not to
be in conflict with design practice according to NORSOK.

Table 5-84

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK N-003 (4.2.) requires that a minimum hydrostatic pressure should be applied in case of
counteracting pressures. Similar requirement seems not to be given in ISO.



NORSOK N-003 (5.3) states proposed variable loads to be used for topside (deck areas) whereas
similar is not defined in ISO.

5.9.1.4
Table 5-85

Resistance factors and characteristic values for resistance
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-86

Summary and comments

Summary:


Even if ISO is not explicitly stating the probability level that should be controlling the
determination of characteristic resistance as is done in NORSOK. It is expected that the for
practical purposes the resulting characteristic resistance will be in reasonable agreement.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


The material factors are smaller in ISO for some failure modes and larger for others see 7.1.



In ISO details of how to treat statistical variation when determining characteristic strength is
given while NORSOK refer to EN 1990 Annex D. It is expected that the result is similar.

Table 5-87

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK gives specific requirements for the probability to determine characteristic resistance. N001 (7.2.2) while ISO refer to capacity formulas.

5.9.1.5
General design requirements ULS and specific ULS in-place
requirements
5.9.1.5.1
Table 5-88

General
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
+1
-2
-1

The minimum safety factor is considered to be
adequate in both codes
ISO will in most cases give larger safety factors
than NORSOK
ISO require additional combinations to be
checked

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-89

Summary and comments

Summary:


The combined safety factors (load times resistance) are in nearly all cases larger in ISO than in
NORSOK that will mean increased cost. See 7.1.



ISO require the analyses to be carried out as linear beam analyses which precludes the use of
plastic methods

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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ISO 19902 (9.10.1) opens for several methods to document structural integrity related to ULS.
However for this gap analyses only the method described as ―Partial factor design format‖
(9.10.3) is considered as the requirement to use non-linear analysis methods (push-over) in
ISO 19902 requires the approval of owner and regulator ((9.10.2).



NORSOK gives specific action factors for cyclic action on soils. The gap related to foundation
design is treated in 5.10.1.

Table 5-90

Identified gaps

Gaps


The ISO action factors are larger than the NORSOK action factors for all load types.



ISO defines more groups of actions.



NORSOK has reduced action factors for structures that are unmanned and for permanent loads
that are determined with good accuracy.



NORSOK does not give separate action factors for dynamic effects. This is required by ISO in
certain cases.



The ISO action factor for opposite action is 0.9 and 0.8 for permanent and variable load
respectively while the NORSOK factor is 1.0 for both.



NORSOK opens for making non-linear (elasto-plastic) analyses for documenting ULS (N-004,
6.1)

5.9.1.5.2

Tubular members

5.9.1.5.2.1

General

Table 5-91

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
0
0
0

Comment
For design of new structures
Dependent upon member properties and load
either code could be more safe
Dependent upon member properties and load
either code could be more economical

0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-92

Summary and comments

Summary:


Both ISO and NORSOK cover the same cases for structural design of new structures.



There are differences in the use of material factors, but it goes both ways so in some cases
NORSOK is more conservative while in others ISO is more conservative. See also 5.9.1.5.1
and 7.1.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


ISO 19902 gives recommendations for dented and grouted members which is mainly relevant
for repair and reinforcement of existing structures.

Table 5-93

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK does not give requirement to dented or grouted members that are judged to have
limited relevance for design of new structures.



The material factor to be used for check of axial tension is 1.05 in ISO and 1.15 in NORSOK



The material factor to be used for check of axial compression is 1.18 in ISO and varies from 1.15
to 1.45 dependent upon D/t ratio and hydrostatic pressure in NORSOK N-004.



The material factor for bending is 1.05 in ISO and varies from 1.15 to 1.45 dependent upon D/t
ratio and hydrostatic pressure in NORSOK.



The material factor for beam and torsional shear is 1.05 in ISO and 1.15 in NORSOK.



The material factor for hoop buckling is 1.25 in ISO and varies from 1.15 to 1.45 dependent
upon D/t ratio and hydrostatic pressure in NORSOK.



The requirement to ring stiffener flange width in order to avoid local buckling is less strict in ISO
compared with NORSOK with a factor of 2.



NORSOK give requirement to width of ring stiffener flanges to avoid torsional buckling which is
not dealt with in ISO.

5.9.1.5.2.2
Table 5-94

Tubular members subjected to combined loads without hydrostatic pressure
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1
0
0
0

Comment
ISO does not deal with combination with shear
There are some differences that goes both ways
There are some differences that goes both ways

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-95

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK is less conservative for combination of axial tension and bending



ISO does not give recommendations for check of interaction of shear and torsion with bending.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


The NORSOK formulas are based on draft to ISO 19902 so the formulas have a large degree of
similarities.

Table 5-96

Identified gaps

Gaps


The interaction formula for axial tension and bending is less conservative in NORSOK.



The beam column formula to check member buckling is in ISO 19902 (13.3-3) required to be
checked at all cross-sections along its length. This is confusing as this is a member check that is
taking into account the variation over the length of the member. In NORSOK N-004 this
formulation apply only to the cross-section check (13.3-4)



When determining the buckling length NORSOK refer to distance from centre to centre while ISO
refer to face to face length.



NORSOK gives recommendations for interaction of bending moment, torsional moment and shear
which are not dealt with in ISO.

5.9.1.5.2.3
Table 5-97

Tubular members subjected combined loads with hydrostatic pressure
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-98

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO and NORSOK use the same design checks

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-99

Identified gaps

Gaps


The parameter B (13.4-11) in ISO 19902 is multiplied with the material factor while this is not
the case in the same equation in NORSOK N-004 (6.37).

5.9.1.5.3

Tubular Joints

5.9.1.5.3.1

General

Table 5-100

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
-1

Using ISO more steel may be required for joints
due to ―stronger than brace‖ requirement.

0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-101

Summary and comments

Summary:


The main difference is that ISO19902 and ISO19901-3 requires that the joints are stronger than
the incoming braces for critical joints. In addition the material factors are different (ISO 1.05;
NORSOK 1.15).

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


In general the same content in ISO 19902 and NORSOK N-004, written in a more compact
form in NORSOK.



ISO 19902 gives recommendations for grouted joints which is mainly relevant for repair and
reinforcement of existing structures



ISO19901-3 section 8.4 refers to ISO19902 for tubular joints, and is thus similar. In addition
the following requirement is given:
Connections should be designed to transfer the full strength of the adjoining members, unless
structural releases are part of the design. It shall be demonstrated that the ductility associated
with the failure modes of the connection is acceptable.
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Table 5-102

Identified gaps

Gaps


Design considerations, Materials: ISO 19902 14.2.1 requires overmatch welds and that the chord
material satisfy σyield ≤ 0.8 σultimate. No such requirement in NORSOK N-standards. However
similar requirements in the material standards.



Design considerations, Minimum strength: ISO 19902 14.2.3 requires that the joints are stronger
than the incoming braces for critical joints. No such requirement in NORSOK



Design considerations, Minimum strength: ISO 19902 14.2.3. Different material factors: 1.05 in
ISO, 1.15 in NORSOK



Design considerations, Detailing practice: ISO 19902 14.2.5 requires taper 1:4 or lower for
thickness transitions between brace and stub and can and chord. No such requirement in
NORSOK design standards for ULS, but is required in the fabrication standard NORSOK M-101
(6.6.3).



Overlapping joints: ISO 19902 14.4 require that the thicker brace is through brace. No such
requirement in NORSOK



Ring stiffened joints: ISO 19902 A 14.6 opens for combination of simple joint capacity and ring
ultimate capacity (hand calculation) NORSOK recommends only design of rings for the full joint
force using hand calculations, or NLFEA of the joint.

5.9.1.5.3.2
Table 5-103

Simple joint strength
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity

Difference
rating 1)
0
-1

Differences affecting fabrication cost
-1

Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment

Capacity ratios between ISO and NORSOK are
both below and above 1.0, but assuming the
latest developed formulas give the best estimate
NORSOK will lead to safer structures.
Capacity ratios between ISO and NORSOK are
both below and above 1.0, but assuming the
latest developed formulas give the best estimate
NORSOK will lead to more economical
structures.

0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-104

Summary and comments

Summary:


The results presented in section 7.7 show that the ratio between the capacities calculated
according to ISO and NORSOK varies significantly. Ratios between 0.56 and 1.65 are seen for
the selected geometries and chord loads.



The capacity expression in NORSOK seems to be more up-to-date with recent research and is
also more aligned with API RP 2A WSD.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


ISO 19902 is to a large degree still identical to the original MSL work from 1996 (MSL
Engineering limited: "JIP Assessment Criteria Reliability and Reserve Strength of Tubular
Joints" Doc No. C14200R018 Rev0, March 1996). The MSL work formed the basis for previous
versions of both API RP 2A WSD and NORSOK.



NORSOK reflects the major updates done to the API RP 2A WSD in 2007 (API: Recommended
Practice for Planning, Designing and Constructing Fixed Offshore Platforms -Working Stress
Design, API RP 2A-WSD, 21‘st edition, ES3, October 2007) In addition further improvements
have been introduced, specifically for X-joints in tension, and on the Chord action factor for Xjoints

Table 5-105

Identified gaps

Gaps


Basic resistance expressions: Different material factor.



Strength factor Qu: Different except for T or



Gap factor Qg: Different for positive gap.



Chord force factor Qf is different. ISO use MSL 1996 (except for X-joints), NORSOK use the same

Y joints in tension and X joints in compression. ISO is
more or less identical to MSL from 1996. NORSOK use API RP 2A WSD expressions + OMAE-200857650 for X-joints in tension.

as API RP 2A WSD + change for x-brace in tension.

5.9.1.5.4

Conical transitions

5.9.1.5.4.1

General

Table 5-106

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
-1

NORSOK gives larger capacity. At the design
stage the increased cost impacts are limited.

0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-107

Summary and comments

Summary:


The checks in ISO 19902 and in N-004 are equal with exception of the impact of local bending
moment. For details see 7.4.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


NORSOK N-004 rev 1 was a copy of the draft to ISO 19902, and the checks are therefore quite
similar. However, later revisions in N-004 and changes made in the final issue of ISO 19902
have introduced some differences between the codes.

Table 5-108

Identified gaps

Gaps


The formulations in ISO 19902 (13.6.1) are limited to cone angle less than 30◦.This limit is not
given in N-004



The local bending stress is calculated differently in revision 3 of N-004 (6.5.2.2) compared with
ISO 19902 (13.6.2.2.2) in order to avoid reduced capacity with increased cone thickness



NORSOK N-004 is valid only for cones with equal or larger thickness than the smaller tubular. (If
this is not the case one need to calculate for an assumed conical transition where the thickness
of the smaller tubular is set equal to the cone.)

5.9.1.5.4.2
Table 5-109

Strength requirements without external hydrostatic pressure
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
-1

NORSOK gives larger capacity. At the design
stage the increased cost impacts are limited.

0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-110

Summary and comments

Summary:


The checks in ISO 19902 and in N-004 are equal with exception of the impact of local bending
moment. For details see 7.4. The capacity in N -004 will generally give larger capacity

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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NORSOK N-004 rev 1 was a copy of the draft to ISO 19902, and the checks are therefore quite
similar. However, later revisions in N-004 and changes made in the final issue of ISO 19902
have introduced some differences between the codes.

Table 5-111

Identified gaps

Gaps


The check for yielding and bending is changed so the local bending moments are not included in
revision 3 of N-004 compared with ISO 19902 , allowing for larger capacities to be calculated.

5.9.1.5.4.3
Table 5-112

Strength requirements with external hydrostatic pressure
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
-1

NORSOK gives larger capacity. At the design
stage the increased cost are limited.

0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-113

Summary and comments

Summary:


The checks in ISO 19902 and in N-004 are equal with exception of the impact of local bending
moment. For details see 7.4. The capacity in N -004 will generally give larger capacity

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


NORSOK N-004 rev 1 was a copy of the draft to ISO 19902, and the checks are therefore quite
similar. However, later revisions in N-004 and changes made in the final issue of ISO 19902
have introduced some differences between the codes.

Table 5-114

Identified gaps

Gaps


The check for yielding and bending is changed so the local bending moments are not included in
revision 3 of N-004 compared with ISO 19902 , allowing for larger capacities to be calculated.
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5.9.1.5.4.4
Table 5-115

Ring reinforcement design
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-116

Summary and comments

Summary:


The requirements give same requirements to ring stiffeners.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


NORSOK N-004 is based on ISO 19902 and the requirements are the same.

Table 5-117

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps to be reported.

5.9.1.5.5
Table 5-118

Grouted tubular members
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
+2

Comment
Grouted tubular members not covered in
NORSOK

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-119

Summary and comments

Summary:


Grout filled tubular members are not covered in revision 3 of N-004. In the next revision of N006 reference to ISO 19902 is given when it comes to grout filled members.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Grout filled members are in NORSOK regarded as a strengthening method and not to be
relevant for design, and hence N-004 refer to N-006 on this issue.

Table 5-120

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK treat grout filling as a repair method for existing structures. It is therefore left out of
the design standard and is treated in NORSOK N-006 (next revision) which is referring to ISO
19902 on this issue.

5.9.1.5.6
Table 5-121

Design of plated structures
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
-2
-1

The procedure to obtain safety factors will lead
to overly safe designs.
Additional work associated with determination of
the buckling code factor.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-122

Summary and comments

Summary:


As both standards refer to other codes for the detailed calculations it can be assumed that the
design result will be a function of the specified safety factor. It is judged that the way the safety
factor should be determined in ISO it will lead to significant cost increase compared with
NORSOK. The slenderness limit for webs will also increase the cost and weight of certain
structures.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Both families of codes refer to other standards for design of plated structures.
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Table 5-123

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19901-3 limit the web slenderness to 1.25% of web depth or to 6 mm. NORSOK do not have
such a limit.



NORSOK N-004 refers to Eurocodes and DNV-RP-C201 for design of plated structures and
prescribes the use of safety factors (building code material factor). ISO 19901-3 gives a
procedure to establish a similar factor, but as there are different ways of doing this and as the
designer is required to use the most onerous it is expected that the resulting safety factor will be
significant larger in ISO than in NORSOK. See also 7.2.

5.9.1.5.7
Table 5-124

Design of cylindrical shells
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-125

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO does not give specific references for design of cylindrical shells. NORSOK N-004 refers to
Eurocode 1993-1-5 and DNV-RP-C202. It can be assumed that design of cylindrical shells can be
made similar for both set of codes.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-126

Identified gaps

Gaps


Nothing to report
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5.9.1.5.8
Table 5-127

Design against unstable fracture
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

-1
0
0
0

Comment
ISO do not state safety factors to be used.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-128

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK specifies safety factors for check of unstable fracture. ISO does not explicitly state
requirements to how checks involving unstable fracture shall be made.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


NORSOK refers to BS 7910 for the methods to be applied for the fracture mechanics
evaluations. It is assumed that this standard or similar can be used for designs according to
ISO.

Table 5-129

Identified gaps

Gaps


No specific requirements for check of unstable fracture through fracture mechanic are found in
ISO, but it is dealt with in NORSOK.

5.9.1.5.9
Table 5-130

Grouted connections
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes

Difference
rating 1)
-1

Differences affecting structural integrity
-2
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment
ISO is not covering fatigue and effect of bending
and shear
For jacket platforms with pile tension or with
large pile bending the current ISO requirements
are regarded to be insufficient to obtain safe
designs

0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-131

Summary and comments

Summary:
The main difference between ISO 19902 and NORSOK N-004 checks for grouted connections are:
NORSOK formulas gives reduced axial capacity in the dominant direction, limits the contact pressure
created by bending and shear, require fatigue checks to be carried out both for axial loads and for
bending and shear loads and do not accept early age cycling.
Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


The requirements in NORSOK N-004 was taken from ISO 19902, but has later been revised
and expanded due to research results made available after failure in several mono-towers for
wind generators.

Table 5-132

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK does not give requirements for connections made with double skin grouted connections
similar to what is given in ISO 19902 (14.5)



The design capacity for plain pipe is drastically reduced in NORSOK N-004 (K.5.3.2) with what is
given in ISO 19902 (15.1.5.1)



ISO 19902 gives formulas for reduced capacity (15.1.5.3) due to early age cycling while
NORSOK N-004 does not allow early age cycling.



The ISO 19902 standard states that fatigue check of grouted connections due to wave loads is
not required (15.1.7) while NORSOK requires checks to be carried out both for axial loads as well
as bending and shear.



ISO does not give requirements to grouted connections loaded in bending and shear.



NORSOK N-004 (K.5.3.7) give recommendations for possible use of reinforcement bars, while
this is not given in ISO 19902.

5.9.1.5.10
Table 5-133

Mechanical connections
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
+2

Comment
NORSOK do not present requirements to
mechanical fasteners.

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-134

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO present general requirements to the design of mechanical fasteners which is not offered by
NORSOK.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Both ISO 19901-3 and NORSOK refer to ordinary building codes when it comes to detailed
checks of bolts etc.

Table 5-135

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK is not giving general requirements to mechanical fasteners.

5.9.1.5.11
Table 5-136

Castings
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
+1

Comment
Some general requirements to castings is given
by ISO 19901-3 (8.5)

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-137

Summary and comments

Summary:


Some general requirements to castings is given by ISO 19901-3 (8.5)

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-138

Identified gaps

Gaps


Castings are not specifically addressed in NORSOK design codes.
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5.9.1.6
General design requirements FLS and specific requirements for
FLS in-place
5.9.1.6.1
Table 5-139

General
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment

0
0
0
-1

ISO requires more considerations to be made by
the designer.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-140

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO does not give design fatigue factors (DFF) in the normative part, but have recommendations
in the Commentary that is stricter than NORSOK. See 7.6.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-141

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO does not specify design fatigue factors for critical or non-inspectable details in the normative
part.



Recommended factors are included in the Commentary part. These are somewhat stricter than
NORSOK. See 7.6.

5.9.1.6.2

Fatigue calculation

5.9.1.6.2.1

General

Table 5-142

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
0
-1
0
0

Comment

ISO 19902 unsafe for members in splash zone

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-143

Summary and comments

Summary:


A deterministic analysis approach is preferred for joints in the splash zone area. This is not
recommended for detailed design according to ISO 19902.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)

Table 5-144

Identified gaps

Gaps


A deterministic analysis approach is preferred for joints in the splash zone area. This is not
recommended for detailed design according to ISO 19902.

5.9.1.6.2.2
Table 5-145

Fatigue analysis based on S-N curve
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-146

Summary and comments

Summary:


No significant differences identified.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-147

Identified gaps

Gaps


Not significant different.
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5.9.1.6.2.3
Table 5-148

Fatigue of specific components
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes

-2

Differences affecting structural integrity

-2

Differences affecting fabrication cost

+1

Difference in the efficiency of the design process

-1

Comment
Guidance on single sided tubular joints missing
in ISO
ISO refer to a document regarded to be nonconservative.
Use if single sided tubular joints may reduce
cost
Design guidance for single sided tubular joints
not given in ISO

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-149

Summary and comments

Summary:


Guidance on assessment of single side welded tubular joints is missing in ISO.



Otherwise it should be possible to use both ISO 19902 and NORSOK for fatigue assessment of
different details.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-150

Identified gaps

Gaps


Guidance on assessment of single side welded tubular joints is missing in ISO. Reference is made
to an OTO report that is considered to non-conservative as compared with NORSOK.

5.9.1.6.2.4
Table 5-151

S-N curves
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
0
0
-1
0

Comment

Thickness effect more strict in ISO.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-152

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO has stricter thickness effect. See also 7.5

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-153

Identified gaps

Gaps


The S-N capacity for girth welds in thick piles is significantly lower in ISO than in NORSOK due to a stricter
thickness effect. This makes fatigue documentation of pile driving difficult in ISO 19902 and can lead to more
fabrication cost due to grinding or machining of the weld surfaces. See also 7.5

5.9.1.6.2.5
Table 5-154

SCFs – Stress Concentration Factors
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

-1
0
0
-1

Comment
NORSOK covers more formulas for SCFs.

NORSOK covers more formulas for SCFs.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-155

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK covers more formulas for SCFs.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-156

Identified gaps

Gaps


The NORSOK standard includes equations for SCFs for thickness transitions in girth welds. This is
not seen in ISO 19902.



The NORSOK standard includes the same SCF equations as ISO 19902 for tubular joints.
However, the NORSOK standard includes additional equations for Y- and T-joints which are
considered to make fatigue engineering analysis more efficient.

5.9.1.6.2.6
Table 5-157

Finite Element - Hotspot method
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes

Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1

Comment
The hot spot method for general details is
included in NORSOK but ISO 19902 only deals
with the method on tubular joints.

0
0
-1

The hot spot method for general details is
included in NORSOK but ISO 19902 only deals
with the method on tubular joints..

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-158

Summary and comments

Summary:


The general hot spot method is included in NORSOK but not in ISO 19902.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


The hot spot stress method is considered to be less important for jacket structures as
compared with other offshore platforms designed with plated structures.

Table 5-159

Identified gaps

Gaps


The hot spot method is included in NORSOK but not in ISO 19902. There is a procedure for
analysis of tubular joints by finite elements in ISO 19902.
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5.9.1.6.2.7
Table 5-160

Simplified fatigue analysis
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes

-1

Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment
The simplified approach is more detailed
described in NORSOK than in ISO 19902.

0
0
-1

The simplified approach is more detailed
described in NORSOK than in ISO 19902.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-161

Summary and comments

Summary:


The simplified approach is more detailed described in NORSOK than in ISO 19902.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-162

Identified gaps

Gaps


The simplified approach is more detailed described in NORSOK than in ISO 19902.

5.9.1.6.2.8
Table 5-163

Fracture mechanics
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-164

Summary and comments

Summary:


Both standards open for use of fracture mechanics. However, there is not much content on this
in the two documents.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-165

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified.

5.9.1.6.3
Table 5-166

Vortex shedding
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-167

Summary and comments

Summary:


Both ISO and NORSOK require vortex shedding induced vibrations to be checked, but neither
code gives detailed recommendations. NORSOK gives specific references to be used see 5.4.2.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-168

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified
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5.9.1.6.4
Table 5-169

Grouted connections
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes

-1

Differences affecting structural integrity
-2
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment
ISO is not covering fatigue and effect of bending
and shear
For jacket platforms with pile tension or with
large pile bending the current ISO requirements
are regarded to be insufficient to obtain safe
designs

0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-170

Summary and comments

Summary:


Fatigue of grouted connections is covered under 5.9.1.5.9.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-171

Identified gaps

Gaps


See 5.9.1.5.9.

5.9.1.6.5
Table 5-172

Mechanical connections
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-173

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO gives general requirements to fatigue checks of both treaded and swaged connectors, but
little specific guidance. NORSOK refer to DNV-RP-C203 that gives specific requirements to
treaded connectors.
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Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-174

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK do not specify general requirements that are addressing mechanical connectors
specifically as is done in ISO 19902.



NORSOK refer to DNV-RP-C203 for fatigue checks and this documents give detailed
recommendations for fatigue analysis of threaded connectors

5.9.1.6.6
Table 5-175

Improvement of fatigue life
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1

Comment
More detailed information in NORSOK N-004
than in ISO 19902.

0
0
-1

More detailed information in NORSOK N-004
than in ISO 19902.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-176

Summary and comments

Summary:


Both ISO and NORSOK address fatigue improvement technics, but NORSOK is more detailed.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-177

Identified gaps

Gaps


More detailed information in NORSOK N-004 (DNV-RP-C203) than in ISO 19902.
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5.9.1.7
General design requirements ALS and specific requirements for
ALS in-place
5.9.1.7.1
Table 5-178

General
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
-1
+1

Dependence on code interpretations and
selection of requirement to damaged condition
NORSOK treat all topside accidents similar
regardless of consequence.

0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-179

Summary and comments

Summary:


Although the principles for ALS is similar in ISO and NORSOK the resulting safety level may be
less in ISO dependent upon the interpretations of characteristic resistance and the premises
defined for damaged conditions.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


It is assumed that the basis for establishing design accidental loads is similar in ISO and
NORSOK e.g. both refer to ISO 13702.



The treatment of accidental loads is more refined in 19901-3 compared with 19902. The latter
is in best agreement with the methods used in NORSOK.
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Table 5-180

Identified gaps

Gaps


The risk assessment given in ISO 19901-3 is divided into six groups of consequence while
NORSOK does only use 2. The implication being that incidents of moderate severity may be
accepted without structural requirements when the design is made according to ISO, but not
according to NORSOK. However, ISO 19902 use the same categorisation of consequences as
NORSOK.



The material factors are always set to 1.0 in ISO 19902 (10.1.4) while that is not the case in
NORSOK N-004 (9.1).



The requirement for damaged condition (the situation following an accident or abnormal
environmental event that has reduced the structures ability to resist ordinary loads) is in ISO
19902 dependent on various conditions. In NORSOK the load and safety factors are given. ISO
may be more relaxed or stricter than NORSOK dependent on the conditions.



The statistical reference level for resistance to be used for ALS is not clearly stated in ISO 19900
series of standards. Dependent upon the interpretation of the code that is taken, the resulting
reliability level will be less or equal of what is given in NORSOK.



ISO 19902 (10.4) states that design against fire and explosions is not needed for conventional
steel-framed structures with small topsides. Similar statement is not found in NORSOK.

5.9.1.7.2

Calculation of loads

5.9.1.7.2.1

Ship collision – Actions ALS

Table 5-181

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1
0
0
-1

Comment
NORSOK gives more details

NORSOK provide more design aids

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-182

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK provides more guidance on how to calculate loads from ship collisions. However, ISO
19902 offer some guidance in its Annex A (Commentary).

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-183

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19902 (10.2.2) require two levels of impact energies to be used for the check of boat
impacts. In NORSOK only one level is specified, so the operator needs to formulate SLS criteria
for fender systems etc. But as ISO is not specific on the energy level the operator need to define
its own criteria regardless of standards that are used.



The loads are more detailed presented in NORSOK and methods for determinations are
described.

5.9.1.7.2.2
Table 5-184

Dropped objects – Actions ALS
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-2
0
0
-2

Comment
NORSOK gives more details

NORSOK provide more design aids

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-185

Summary and comments

Summary:


The actions from dropped objects are dealt with in more detail in NORSOK.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


The requirements given in ISO 19901-3 is reviewed as part of 5.9.1.7.1

Table 5-186

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK provides more guidance on the determination of loads from dropped objects.
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5.9.1.7.2.3
Table 5-187

Fire and explosions – Actions ALS
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

-1
0
0
-1

Comment
NORSOK gives more details

NORSOK provide more design aids

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-188

Summary and comments

Summary:


Loads from fire and explosions are dealt with in more detail in NORSOK. However, ISO 19902
offer some guidance in its Annex A (Commentary).

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


The requirements given in ISO 19901-3 is reviewed as part of 5.9.1.7.1

Table 5-189

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK provides more guidance on determining loads from fire and explosions.

5.9.1.7.2.4
Table 5-190

Abnormal environmental effects – ALS
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-191

Summary and comments

Summary:


The Requirements to abnormal environmental effects are similar in NORSOK and ISO.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-192

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified.

5.9.1.7.3

Calculation of resistance

5.9.1.7.3.1

Ship collision – Resistance ALS

Table 5-193

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

-2
0
0
-2

Comment
NORSOK gives more details

NORSOK provide more design aids

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-194

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK gives more guidance.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-195

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO gives only general requirements whereas NORSOK gives methods for simplified analysis and
recommendations on how to carry out advanced analyses.

5.9.1.7.3.2
Table 5-196

Dropped objects – Resistance ALS
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-2
0
0
-2

Comment
NORSOK gives more details

NORSOK provide more design aids

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-197

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK gives detailed guidance on how to document resistance due to dropped objects. Similar
is not found in ISO.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-198

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO gives no recommendation on the structural capacity related to dropped objects whereas
NORSOK gives detailed design aid on typical impact scenarios.

5.9.1.7.3.3
Table 5-199

Fire and explosions – Resistance ALS
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1
0
0
-1

Comment
NORSOK gives more details

NORSOK provide more design aids

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-200

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK gives detailed guidance on how to document resistance due to dropped objects. Similar
is not found in ISO, but guidance is included in Annex A (Commentary)

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


In ISO 19901-3 (Annex A Commentary) it is referred to NORSOK N-004.

Table 5-201

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO gives no recommendation on the structural capacity related to fire and explosion whereas
NORSOK gives guidance both on simplified and more comprehensive analyses.
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5.9.1.8

General design requirements SLS

Table 5-202

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes

+1

Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment
ISO 19901-3 gives more requirements than
NORSOK

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-203

Summary and comments

Summary:


The two families of standards give corresponding requirements, but ISO 19901-3 is covering also
vibrations.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-204

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gap identified.

5.9.1.9

Exposure levels

Table 5-205

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-206

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK do not use the term exposure levels, but distinguish for some requirements between
manned and unmanned platforms. There are not identified differences in requirements to design
of fixed platform caused by the difference in the use of this term.
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Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)

Table 5-207

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO use three groups for categorisation of consequence of platform loss. NORSOK only
distinguish between manned and unmanned. But the differences are only related to selection of
material when it comes to design. The platform categorisation has mainly effect on fabrication.



The definition of critical component in ISO 19902 (3.12) differs from the definition of
consequence of failure used in NORSOK N-004 when selecting material and fatigue design
factors. The NORSOK definition is more specific.

5.9.1.10

Air gap

Table 5-208

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-209

Summary and comments

Summary:


The requirement to air gap is equal in the two set of standards.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-210

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gap identified.
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5.9.1.11

Weight control and equipment layout

Table 5-211

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-212

Summary and comments

Summary:


No gap identified.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-213

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gap identified.

5.9.1.12

Design for inspection and maintenance

Table 5-214

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-215

Summary and comments

Summary:


There are not identified gaps between the two families of standards in the overall design
requirements related to inspection and maintenance, but ISO requires an inspection and
maintenance philosophy to be developed during the design process and this is not explicitly
stated in NORSOK.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Subclause 7.1 in NORSOK N-001 states also other objectives for the design than only related
to inspection and maintenance.

Table 5-216

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gap identified.

5.9.1.13

Robustness

Table 5-217

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-218

Summary and comments

Summary:


The robustness requirement are judged to be similar although differences in wording.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


In Subclause 6.9 in ISO 19901-3 a walk-down study is prescribed. This is regarded to be
related to fabrication and not relevant for the design phase.

Table 5-219

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified.
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5.9.1.14

Reserve strength

Table 5-220

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity

+2

+1

Differences affecting fabrication cost

-2

Difference in the efficiency of the design process

-2

Comment
Not required by NORSOK
May increase the dimensions, but may only
address certain failure modes. Not much safety
is gained by increasing substructure and
foundation capacity if e.g. air gap is kept and
failure mode is deck legs.
Potentially large cost increase dependent upon
interpretation of the requirement.
Increased design work as RSR needs to be
determined for actual and traditional platforms.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-221

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO 19902 7.10.1 requires new structures to meet the so called reserve strength requirement as
typical space frame structures. This rather vague requirement may lead to large differences in
the requirements due to various interpretations.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-222

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK do not have a requirement of reserves strength in addition to ordinary ULS and ALS
checks.

5.9.1.15

Structural reliability analysis

Table 5-223

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-224

Summary and comments

Summary:


The understanding is that both families of standards do not open up for the use of structural
reliability methods as part of the design process.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-225

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified.

5.9.1.16

Interface assessment

Table 5-226

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-227

Summary and comments

Summary:


The requirements to interface control are more general in NORSOK as it covers not only
structural interfaces, but also discipline interfaces.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-228

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified.
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5.9.2 Pre service Phase (Fabrication, Load Out, Transportation and
Installation)
5.9.2.1

General

Table 5-229

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1
+1
-1
-1

Comment
NORSOK covers fabrication in more detail
ISO has higher partial load factors
Higher factors = More steel
More load situations/cases in ISO

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-230

Summary and comments

Summary:


For marine operations ISO generally refers to ISO 19901-6. To the construction phase only very
general recommendations are given.



NORSOK refers to the VMO Standard for marine operations. The VMO Standard includes one
section covering site construction (fabrication) work (see comment in/to 5.9.2.4.)

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


The comparing in this section is on a ―high level‖ as a more detailed comparing is done for
each of the items/operations covered in 5.9.2.2 through 5.9.2.10.



A comparison between ISO 19901-6 and the VMO Standard is presented in /11/ for additional
informations.

Table 5-231

Identified gaps

Gaps


Load situations/cases to be analysed and load factors are different. (Note that any “counter
acting” differences in requirements to material factors/resistance calculations are not taken into
account)
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5.9.2.2

Threaded fasteners

Table 5-232

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-233

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO includes some general recommendations regarding installation of threaded fasteners. No
such recommendations are identified in NORSOK.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


The identified difference is not considered significant.

Table 5-234

Identified gaps

Gaps


No significant

5.9.2.3

Swaged connections

Table 5-235

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-236

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO includes some general recommendations regarding installation of swaged connections. No
such recommendations are identified in NORSOK.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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The VMO Standard gives some general advice applicable for swaged piles.

Table 5-237

Identified gaps

Gaps


No significant.

5.9.2.4

Fabrication

Table 5-238

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1
0
0
0

Comment
Considering the VMO Standard.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-239

Summary and comments

Summary:


Both ISO and NORSOK include some general recommendations regarding structural
consideration during fabrication.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


NORSOK does not include a direct reference to the VMO Standard regarding the fabrication
(construction) phase, but refers generally to the VMO Standard. It should hence be noted that
VMO Standard includes a section called ―Yard Lifts‖ that gives recommendation to engineering
for the construction phase. E.g. ―roll-up‖ of jacket panels is covered.

Table 5-240

Identified gaps

Gaps


Some more information in NORSOK if the VMO Standard is considered.
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5.9.2.5

Load Out

Table 5-241

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-242

Summary and comments

Summary:


Both ISO and NORSOK (VMO) include only general statements regarding loads and required
calculations. The text wording is different, but the requirements could be covered by the same
loads and analysis/calculations.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


See Table 5-230 – Summary.



Loadout by lifting is referred to in both the standards, but this type of loadout is here covered
in 5.9.2.9.

Table 5-243

Identified gaps

Gaps


No significant.

5.9.2.6

Transportation

Table 5-244

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1
-1
0
-1

Comment
More details in VMO on weather restricted
transport
Acceleration criteria are less strict in ISO
More details in VMO will ease the design process

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-245

Summary and comments

Summary:



Detailing of design requirements to ―weather restricted‖ operations.
Standard transport acceleration criteria are different.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


See Table 5-230 – Summary.

Table 5-246

Identified gaps

Gaps


The sea transport could be ―weather restricted‖ or not. Both ISO and NORSOK (VMO) cover this.
However, VMO gives much more detailed guidance reading weather restricted transports.



Both standards recommend motion response analysis as the base case, but they also offer some
guidance on how to do simplified calculation of transport accelerations.



ISO does not clearly express which (how many) directions that should be included in motion
response analysis. The VMO standard is clearer on this matter.



The standard accelerations offered as guidance by ISO should be carefully applied as they are
not conservative for all cases. For ships ISO refers also to IMO and DNV Ship Rules. Note that
to use these references are also recommended in VMO, but some additional guidance on how to
apply these are included.



Standard accelerations for barge transports are tabulated in both standards. For the unrestricted
case the recommended VMO accelerations are somewhat higher than in ISO. However, VMO
also included two sets of standard accelerations that could be used if Hs < 6m and Hs < 4m.

5.9.2.7

Jacket installation (launch, upending, on bottom stability)

Table 5-247

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
0
0
0
-1

Comment

More specific advice may ease the design process

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-248

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO includes only general statements regarding loads and required calculations.



The text wording in the two standards is different, but the requirements could be covered by the
same loads and analysis/calculations.



NORSOK (VMO) includes some more specific advice for items as launch brackets, buoyancy tank
connections, number of upending positions for calculations, and on bottom stability.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


See Table 5-230 – Summary.

Table 5-249

Identified gaps

Gaps


More detailing of requirements/advice in NORSOK.

5.9.2.8

Pile installation

Table 5-250

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1

Comment
Fatigue due to pile driving is more specific in
NORSOK.

-1
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-251

Summary and comments

Summary:


The requirements to fatigue calculations due to pile driving are more specific in NORSOK than in
ISO.



Pile installation is covered by similar advice in the two Standards.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


See Table 5-230 – Summary.

Table 5-252

Identified gaps

Gaps


The detailing of requirements to pile driving fatigue design calculations is more specific in
NORSOK than in ISO.
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5.9.2.9

Lifting

Table 5-253

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
0
-1
0
-1

Comment

Some design factors are inadequate in ISO
Some design factors are inadequate in ISO

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-254

Summary and comments

Summary:


The indicated DAF factors for offshore lifts are different in ISO 19902 and ISO 19901-6. Our
comparing in this report is based on the factors in ISO 19901-6.



The design factors for lifts in air are not equal in the two standards.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


See Table 5-230 – Summary.



The standard DAF in ISO for lift with weight below 50 tonnes is inadequate.



The tilt factor with two hook lifts in ISO is too general to cover all lift rigging configurations.



The formulae for design factors for lift rigging in ISO are difficult to follow and seem
inconsistent.
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Table 5-255

Identified gaps

Gaps


CoG uncertainty. VMO states that preferably the most conservative CoG‘s within a predefined
envelope should be considered, but a factor ≥ 1.05 could be accepted. ISO states envelope
(geometric shape) or if not defined to use a factor of 1.02. Nevertheless, for two hook lifts a
CoG factor of 1.03 is indicated.



Tabulated inshore and offshore DAF for hook loads below 300 tonnes. The difference is
considerable for small lifts, but this gap is not significant for jackets/modules, but could be for
secondary ―infill‖ lifts.



NORSOK (VMO) indicate that tilt effect for two hook lifts should be calculated based a 3 (5 if two
vessels) degrees tilt. ISO states that a factor of 1.03 should be used.



ISO requires an additional DAF of 1.1 for offshore lifts with two vessels. Such factor is not
explicitly stated in NORSOK (VMO), but an increased tilt factor (based on 5 degrees) is required.



The requirement to lateral loading on lift points are different.



Padeye hole size vs. shackle pin size. ISO recommend very strict tolerances.



Lift rigging design factors are different.

5.9.2.10

Fatigue Limit States

Table 5-256

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1
0
0
-1

Comment
NORSOK more detailed than ISO

ISO does not indicate accept criteria while
NORSOK does.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-257

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO include a general statement that fatigue during transport could be significant during sea
transport. VIV due to wind should be considered. ISO also indicate that acceptance criteria
should be agreed for each case/project.



NORSOK (VMO) gives more detailed recommendations regarding how to calculate fatigue during
sea transport. The accept criteria are clearly stated.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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The guidance in the VMO Standard could be used in combination with the general requirements
in ISO.

Table 5-258

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK more detailed than ISO.



ISO does not indicate accept criteria while NORSOK does.

5.9.3 In-place condition
5.9.3.1

General requirements (Earthquake)

Table 5-259

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
+1

Comment
ISO gives more details in general and is valid
globally

0
0
+1

Detailed requirements for ductility of jackets are
provided in ISO.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-260

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO is giving more detailed requirements to ductility of jackets.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-261

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19902 (and 19901-2) requires the design to satisfy to different seismic events (ELE and
ALE). ELE is to be checked to avoid damages and ALE against collapse. In ISO the ELE is denoted
a ULS case, but as it is related to the serviceability of the structure it should preferably be
classified as an SLS. However, as separate safety factors are defined the classification to which
group of limit states does not have practical consequences.
In NORSOK there is not defined a no damage case, but it is required that the structure is
checked according to ordinary ULS checks using ordinary safety factors. However, as ordinary
ULS failure criteria may be applied the ULS check will normally not govern and will not prevent a
design that will meet ISO requirement to the structure to be undamaged.



ISO does include specific requirements to achieve ductility for seismic design for jackets while
NORSOK has only general requirements to ductility

5.9.3.2

Ultimate Limit States

5.9.3.2.1
Table 5-262

General
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-263

Summary and comments

Summary:


RSR format is allowed in ISO 19902. See also 5.9.1.2

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-264

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19902 allows for using RSR as safety format for ULS. NORSOK N-004 does not make use of
the RSR safety format, but use the same safety format for non-linear analyses as for linear
analyses. The result is that structures designed by use of RSR values according to ISO may show
larger scatter in probability of failure than following NORSOK. However, RSR is in ISO only
allowed if agreed by the parties involved in the design approval process.

5.9.3.2.2

Calculation of loads

5.9.3.2.2.1

General

Table 5-265

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-266

Summary and comments

Summary:


No gaps identified

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-267

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified
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5.9.3.2.2.2
Table 5-268

Unintended flooding
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes

+1

Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment
A general requirements to check unintended
flooding is not included in NORSOK

0
0
-1

A general requirements to check unintended
flooding is not included in NORSOK

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-269

Summary and comments

Summary:


A general requirements to check unintended flooding is not included in NORSOK

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


As long as the structure is maintained and inspected according to good practice this
requirement is not assumed to influence structural integrity.

Table 5-270

Identified gaps

Gaps


A general requirements to check unintended flooding is not included in NORSOK

5.10 Foundation design
5.10.1

General design considerations

5.10.1.1

Definition of characteristic strength

Table 5-271

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-272

Summary and comments

Summary:


Determination of characteristic strength is unclear and imprecise in both standards. Common
practice appears to be the same independent of whether NORSOK or ISO is the governing
standard.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


It is not clear whether ISO requires the 5% fractile to be applicable also to the strength of
soils. This is however not common design practice. In layered soil with limited data in each
layer the use of statistics may be difficult. Common practice, independent of whether NORSOK
or ISO is the governing standard is to select soil strength profiles (shear strength as function of
depth) such that most measured values falls above, but not all. There is a high degree of
engineering judgement involved, which thus may depend on the engineer. It would have been
an advantage to have a more precise definition of the shear strength, with recommendations
for how the characteristic value should be determined (e.g. by reference to DNV RP-C207
Statistical Representation of Soil Data). By this performing a thorough soil investigation will be
favoured. A more precise definition would be a prerequisite if calibration of safety factors shall
be done.

Table 5-273

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK has the following requirements in N-001, 7.9.2: ―The characteristic values of a soil
parameter shall secure that the probability of a less favourable value governing the occurrence
of the limit state is small. When the limit state is governed by a large soil volume, the
characteristic mean value for the soil parameter or the characteristic depth profile for the same
soil parameter shall be selected such that the probability of having a less favourable mean value
governing the occurrence of the limit state is small.‖



ISO 19900 has the following general requirement to determination of characteristic strength in
9.3.1: ―If lower values result in the most onerous design condition, the characteristic value shall
generally be defined as the value below which 5 % of the values are expected to fall. If higher
values govern the design, the characteristic value can be defined as the value below which 95 %
of the values are expected to fall. For guidance on soil properties, see 5.13.3 and ISO 19901-4‖.
However, neither of the two references includes any requirements or guidance to the selection of
characteristic values. The same applies to ISO 19902
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5.10.1.2

Geological processes

Table 5-274

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-275

Summary and comments

Summary:


Apart from for earthquake (see 5.10.4) there are no gaps between the two standards related to
handling of geological processes.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-276

Identified gaps

Gaps


Requirements for accounting for geological processes are for both standards covered by
reference to ISO 19901-4. This is referred to from ISO 19900, 5.13.3 and ISO 19902, 6.2.2, and
from NORSOK N-001, 7.9.4. In ISO 19901-4 these processes as earthquake and active faults,
seabed instability, seabed mobility including scour and shallow gas, are described and general
requirements on an overall level are given for how to account for these. Earthquake is more
specifically handled elsewhere by both standards. Thus apart from for earthquake (see 5.10.4)
there are no gaps between the two standards.

5.10.2

Piled foundation

5.10.2.1

General design considerations

Table 5-277

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

+1
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-278

Summary and comments

Summary:


Although the various design considerations are considerably more elaborated in ISO 19902,
Chapt 17 and the Annex A17, the same considerations are included in NORSOK and there is thus
nothing that should influence on the design solutions.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Although the various design considerations are considerably more elaborated in ISO 19902,
Chapt 17 and the Annex A17, the same considerations are included in NORSOK and there is
thus nothing that should influence on the design solutions.

Table 5-279

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO (Chapter 17 and annex A.17) generally offers more descriptions and discussions about
various pile solutions and of method of calculations and effects that shall be accounted for. This
is accompanied in A.17 by a large number of references, which to a large extent do not include
information that can easily be used for design. ISO offers general description of and general
overall considerations for design of alternative pile solutions such as drilled and grouted piles and
belled piles. NORSOK N-004 (K6) only provides requirements and recommendations to driven
pile solutions. Although with very little specific guidance, basically all the effects mentioned in
ISO that needs to be accounted for in the pile design are also dealt with in NORSOK.

5.10.2.2

Axial capacity – material/resistance factor

Table 5-280

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
0
+1
-1
0

Comment

ISO specifies larger safety factors than NORSOK
ISO specifies larger safety factors than NORSOK

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-281

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO specifies somewhat larger safety factors giving increasing cost and reducing probability of
failure.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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The outcome of the differences defined must be considered in relation to the entire safety
format including the load factors and defined load combinations. The fact that ISO specifies a
lower material factor for extreme condition than NORSOK is counteracted by a higher load
factor on environmental loads (1.35 or higher when dynamic amplification shall be accounted
for vs. 1.3 for NORSOK ULS-b) Also for ULS extreme condition ISO specifies load factor of 1.1
for permanent and variable loads whereas NORSOK requires 1.0 for ULS-B.



The ISO operating condition should be compared with NORSOK ULS-a combination. The same
load factor is specified by both standards for permanent loads (1.3). For variable loads
however, ISO specifies 1.5 compared to 1.3 by NORSOK. The contribution from the
environmental load may be difficult to compare and depends on what is the operating
environmental condition specified. A lower load coefficient specified by NORSOK (0.7 vs.
0.9*1.35) may compensate the difference in operating and extreme loads.



Table 5-282

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19902, 17.3.4 specifies a resistance factor for extreme condition equal to 1.25 and for
operating condition 1.50, applicable for ULS design. For ALS a resistance factor1.0 applies
(10.1.4 and 10.1.5)



NORSOK N-004 Annex K, K.6.2.1 (and N-001, 7.2.3) specifies a material factor of 1.3 to all
characteristic values of soil resistance for ULS design. For ALS a material factor of 1.0 applies (N001, 7.2.6)

5.10.2.3

Axial capacity – recommended methods

Table 5-283

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
+1
0
0

Comment
More alternatives and discussions given in ISO
However, choice of relevant method can have
significant impact
However, choice of relevant method can have
significant impact

0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-284

Summary and comments

Summary:


There are several methods of calculations available in the literature and being used for design.
Since NORSOK does not prescribe any specific method(s) for calculation of axial capacity, but
only have the general requirement to select the relevant methods, there is basically no
difference between ISO and NORSOK.


Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Since NORSOK does not prescribe any specific method(s) for calculation of axial capacity, but
only have the general requirement to select the relevant methods, as quoted below, there is
basically no difference between ISO and NORSOK.



It is well known that the traditionally used ―API-method‖ for calculation of axial capacity in
sand is very conservative for dense and very dense sands (while may be unconservative for
loose sands). Application of the CPT based methods will result in higher calculated capacities
and shorter piles. When using these methods for design of new platforms these will have a
lower ‗true‘ safety than existing platforms designed based on the API method. Thus thorough
reviews of these methods with accompanying recalibration of safety factors are warranted.
The difference in choice of calculation methods on the design resistance is bigger than
difference in safety factors between the two standards.
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Table 5-285

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK does not include explicitly description of any specific methods for calculation of axial
capacity, but have references to API RP2A /4/ and to DNV Classification Note 30.4 /5/, where
some methods are described and also reference to a few other commonly used methods. It is
opened to evaluate any relevant method, with the following guidance (NORSOK N-004, Annex K,
K.6.2.1) ―The relevance of alternative methods should be evaluated related to actual design
conditions. The chosen method should as far as possible have support in a data base which fits
the actual design conditions related to soil conditions, type and dimensions of piles, method of
installation, type of loading etc. When such an ideal fit is not available, a careful evaluation of
important deviations between data base and design conditions should be performed and
conservative modifications to selected methods should be made.‖



ISO includes in the main text description of the commonly used ―API methods‖ for calculation of
axial capacities in clay and in sand. In the Annex alternative methods are included, both
explicitly described and by references. In particular four recently developed methods for
calculation of axial pile capacity in sand based on cone penetration tests (CPT) are described.
These in general have much better fit with pile test databases and provide considerably higher
resistance in dense sands, as typically encountered at the North Sea. In the Annex A
(A.17.4.4.1) it is stated, however ―The appropriate resistance factors to be used with the
methods discussed in A.17.4.4.2 are not provided in A.17.4.4. The designer should carefully
evaluate, for each design case, whether the resistance factors provided in 17.3.4 are appropriate
or not.‖
Besides ISO provides similar general requirements for selection of calculation methods related to
actual conditions as sited from NORSOK above.



Above referred methods are for siliceous soils and do not explicitly account for cyclic effects or
development of capacity with time. Both Standards describes in general terms the concerns.
Calcareous soils are only covered (in very general terms) by ISO. Calcareous soils do however
not occur in the Norwegian offshore areas.

5.10.2.4

Lateral capacity – recommended methods

Table 5-286

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-287

Summary and comments

Summary:


There are no principle differences between ISO and NORSOK
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Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-288

Identified gaps

Gaps


Basic requirements for modelling of lateral resistance are given in NORSOK N-004 Appendix
K.6.2.2 and recommended procedures are provided by reference to API RP-2A /4/ and to DNV
Classification Note 30.4 /5/. The basic requirements includes requirements to account for scour
and pile group effects.



In ISO 19902, 17.8 recommended methods for construction of curves for lateral resistance
versus displacement (p-y curves) are given. Those are the same as recommended by API RP 2A
referred to from NORSOK. Recommendations to account for scour are given in A.17.8.



There are thus no principle differences between ISO and NORSOK

5.10.2.5

Modelling of soil structure interaction

Table 5-289

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
+1
+1
-1
-1

Comment
ISO requires the jacket integrity to be checked
for ―upper and lower bond‖ soil stiffness
ISO may give safer structures in certain cases
ISO may imply larger dimensions
ISO requires more analyses to be made

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-290

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO 19902 specifies that both lower and upper bounds of soil resistance shall be considered for
modelling of soil structure interaction

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


A low estimate of soil resistance is always governing for the stress response in the piles and in
the lower node of the structure connected to the piles. The opposite may be the case for
design of structural pile group clusters. For other parts of the structure the impact of low or
high soil resistance is not believed to be essential, since it mainly affects the ―global‖ lateral
displacement of the jacket and not differential displacements between the legs.



It could be worth considering some parameter checks on a few available jacket models, as a
basis for whether the NORSOK requirements should be updated. Also a section regarding
modelling of conductor soil interaction could be considered.



It is proposed to use the terms low and high estimates rather than lower and upper bounds.
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Table 5-291

Identified gaps

Gaps


In NORSOK N-004 general requirements are given in K4.3 to ensure compatibility between the
pile foundation and the structure related to forces and deflections, accounting for the non-linear
behaviour of the soil-foundation system. The same is described in K.6.2.3 where integrated
pile/soil/structure analysis is recommended. Requirements to handling group effects are given in
K.6.2.2. It is in K.6.2.3 stated that such interaction analysis is normally carried out with
characteristic soil strength parameters.



In ISO 19902 this is handled in Sect. 12.3.7 and in 17.9 (related to group effects) and the
corresponding annex sections. ISO seems to require that a range of soil stiffness (―upper bound‖
and ―lower bound‖) shall be analysed. In 12.3.7.1 it is written ―Pile penetrations shall be
conservatively assessed, based on upper and lower bound considerations of soil properties and
pile driving hammer properties. Either upper or lower bounds can be more critical for different
situations and different components of the overall structural system‖. Annex Section A.17.9.3
says ―Therefore, multiple analyses should be performed for pile groups using two or more
methods of analysis and upper-bound and lower-bound values of soil properties in the analyses‖.
In DNV experience this is generally not done by designers.



Also in ISO 19902 there is a specific section (12.3.7.4) on how to account for conductors and
their contribution to resist lateral forces. It is said that ―lower bound‖ resistance from conductors
(―upper bound action effects on the main structure‖) shall be considered for design of the main
piles and ―upper bound‖ resistance from conductors for design of the conductor framing.

5.10.2.6

Pile installation

Table 5-292

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity

0

Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

0
0

0

Comment

The relevant condition will anyhow need to be
checked
As above
As above

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-293

Summary and comments

Summary:


No major differences are identified, other than that for the check of pile integrity with stabbed
pile and hammer prior to driving, ISO focuses upon inclined pile sticking up on top of jackets,
whereas NORSOK focuses on piles driven by underwater hammers.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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The main difference is the requirements to check of pile integrity for the condition with stabbed
pile and hammer. ISO focuses on the case with stick up of an inclined pile on top of the jacket,
whereas NORSOK focus on pile driven with underwater hammers that can have lateral forces
from currents. The latter is the most relevant case for jackets at Norwegian offshore areas.
This could for long stick-ups control the required wall thickness. In relative shallow waters and
with long stick-ups wave loading could also be a concern, which could govern the
environmental criteria for the pile driving.

Table 5-294

Identified gaps

Gaps


Both Standards give similar requirements to verify the pile integrity prior to driving but with the
hammer in place. ISO 19902, 17.10.4 provide more detailed requirements for checking the pile
integrity / allowable stick up length for an inclined pile, as relevant for the ‗old days‘ type of
platforms with main piles inside jacket legs, welding on add-ons at top of the jacket. This is not
relevant and has not been used for a long time at the North Sea. Here vertical piles driven with
underwater hammers through sleeves connected to the jacket legs are the common solution.
NORSOK K.6.2.4 provides requirements that these piles shall be checked for the stabbed
condition accounting for acting current and possible dynamic effects.



Both standard give requirements to performance of pile driveability analyses for the purpose of
documenting that the piles can be driven to target depth and with acceptable pile stresses. Also
both standards states that the possibilities of under or over drive shall be accounted for.



ISO includes requirements to consider the possibility for local buckling of the pile during driving
as related to the D/t ratio. Also the use of driving shoe is discussed.



Requirements to calculation of fatigue damage due to pile driving are covered in both standards
(ISO 19902, 16.3.5 and NORSOK N-004 K.6.2.4) and are here treated in 0.

5.10.3

Skirted foundation

Table 5-295

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-296

Summary and comments

Summary:


The differences identified are not regarded to influence the design of jacket structures.
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Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-297

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK N-004 has a separate section (K.6.3) covering skirted foundations as an alternative to
pile foundations as the permanent foundation. This solution has been applied for three jackets at
the North Sea. Due to the complexity of the soil behaviour, in particular in sands, mainly
general requirements are given.
K6.4. covers on-bottom stability for a jacket prior to pile installation and requires that the
foundation system ―shall be documented to have the required foundation stability for the
governing environmental conditions as specified, and for all relevant limit states‖. This should
imply that this condition should be checked in ULS with ULS safety factors (but with specified
loads for that environmental criteria condition)



ISO 19902 has a section (12.12) regarding shallow foundations meant to be considered for the
preliminary support of piled structures and for support of subsea structures. The section provides
rather general recommendations only, most of which seems mainly relevant for permanent
subsea structures. This section refers to ISO 19901-4 for detailed advice.

5.10.4

Earthquake

Table 5-298

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-299

Summary and comments

Summary:


The most important difference between ISO and NORSOK relates to the requirements for
defining seismic hazard criteria. Also ISO gives a procedure for performing push-over analysis as
alternative to an explicit non-linear ALE (ALS) analysis. See also 5.4.10 and 7.3.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-300

Identified gaps

Gaps


The main difference is related to the requirements for defining seismic hazard criteria
(see 5.4.10).



NORSOK (N004- K.4.4.5 and N-003, 10.3.7) requires explicit analysis to be performed for ULS
and ALS, the first as an elastic analysis (either response spectrum or time series analysis). ALS
analysis may be performed as an elastic analysis (either response spectrum or time series
analysis), or using non-linear time series analyses, as found necessary.



According to the ISO standard the ELE and ALE earthquake conditions are linked with respect to
definition of seismic criteria including recurrence period (ISO 19901-2), and further the required
analyses are linked to the definition of seismic criteria.
Compliance with ALE requirements can be documented either by performing an explicit analysis
using ALE earthquake criteria, or performing a pushover analysis to show that the seismic
reserve capacity, Cr, assumed for determination of the ELE recurrence period is fulfilled. A recipe
for that is given in ISO 19902, 11.6. A condition is that an elastic earthquake analysis is
performed for the ELE condition, showing that the response satisfies normal ULS design criteria.

5.11 Specific requirements to topside structures
5.11.1

Helideck

5.11.1.1

General

Table 5-301

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-302

Summary and comments

Summary:


Both requirements refer to local aviation regulations.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)
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Table 5-303

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gap identified.

5.11.1.2

Design actions and resistance

Table 5-304

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
-1

ISO gives own requirements, but also refer to
national regulations. Need to check both.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-305

Summary and comments

Summary:


No gaps of differences in requirements to are identified as it is impossible to compare the
requirements without carrying out detailed studies which is not made as part of this study.



The requirements are formulated differently so even if the design requirement may be similar it
is necessary to carry out additional documentation to prove a design that is made according to
one standard will satisfy the other.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


ISO 19901-3 states general requirements to helideck while NORSOK refer to relevant national
and international regulations. It is not possible to do a comparison of the requirements without
carrying out detailed design checks with the two series of standards as the formulation of the
requirements to structural integrity are different. E.g. ISO uses the collapse load of the
helicopter undercarriage as design load while Norwegian aviation regulations /6/ uses the
Helicopter mass. ISO 19901-3 gives SLS requirements for abnormal loads which is unusual.



NORSOK C-004 /7/ gives detailed requirements to the layout and general design of Helidecks,
but no structural requirements. The general design requirements to helideck as given in ISO
19901-3 have not been reviewed up against NORSOK C-004 in this study.
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Table 5-306

Identified gaps

Gaps


Design carried out according to ISO 19901-3 will alone not meet the requirements for
documentation of structural integrity according to Norwegian aviation regulations /6/.



Similarly design according to NORSOK using structural requirements from the Norwegian aviation
regulations /6/ will not document fulfilment of ISO 19901-3 requirements.

5.11.2

Flare tower

Table 5-307

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-308

Summary and comments

Summary:


Both requirements gives general requirements to flare towers.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-309

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gap identified.
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5.11.3
Table 5-310

Crane support structure
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes

+1

Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment
ISO provides specific requirements to crane
support structures

0
0
-1

ISO do not describe how loads from crane
defined through the appropriate crane code
should be used which may cause additional
design work.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-311

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO 19901-3 give specific requirements to crane support structures, but do not show how the
loads defined for the crane should be used for the support structure.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


NORSOK N-series does not give specific requirements to crane support structure. Current
practise is to use a combination of requirements in the appropriate crane standard and
ordinary requirements to the topside structure. For projects in Norwegian waters the PSA
regulations will specify the crane standard to be used through its reference to NORSOK R-002.



The requirements given in NORSOK R-002 including the referred crane code EN 13852-1has
not been compared with what is the specified in ISO 19901-6.

Table 5-312

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19901-3 refer to the Marine operations standard 19901-6 for the factorisation of hook loads
while designs according to NORSOK will use EN 13852-1.

5.11.4

Derrick design

Table 5-313

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-314

Summary and comments

Summary:


Neither ISO nor NORSOK gives specific requirements to the Derrick structures, but both
standards refer to API Spec 4F.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-315

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gap identified.

5.11.5

Bridges

Table 5-316

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-317

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO 19901-3 gives some general (functional) requirements to bridge structures, but it is
assumed to correspond to general structural requirements given in NORSOK N-001 for all type of
structures.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-318

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified.
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5.11.6
Table 5-319

Outfitting
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

0
-1
0
0

Comment

Difference in walkway loads.

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-320

Summary and comments

Summary:


ISO gives general requirements to outfitting structure, but it is not judged to be in conflict with
general requirements that will apply to all structures according to NORSOK. However, there are
differences in the specific requirements to walkway loads.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-321

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO 19901-3 states that walkways should be designed for 5.0 kN/m2 but no more than 1.5 kN
times number of persons on the platform. NORSOK require 4.0 for ordinary walkways and 3.0
kN/m2 for inspection walkways.



NORSOK N-003 require lifeboat platforms to be designed for 9.0 kN/m2 while ISO require it to be
designed for twice the number of people for which the escape equipment is intended.

5.12 Design considerations for in-service inspection and
structural integrity management
5.12.1

Condition monitoring

Table 5-322

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-323

Summary and comments

Summary:


Both standards require that the design will prepare for proper condition monitoring.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-324

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gaps identified.

5.12.2
Table 5-325

Inspection
Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)
-1

Comment
NORSOK gives specific requirements for how to
plan for fabrication inspection.

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-326

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK N-004 is specific on how the designer should plan the fabrication inspection, while ISO
is in 19901-3 giving general recommendations.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-327

Identified gaps

Gaps


ISO is not giving specific requirements on how the designer should plan the fabrication
inspection.
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5.13 Documentation
5.13.1

General requirement

Table 5-328

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference

Difference
rating 1)

Differences in what is covered by the codes

-1

Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Comment
NORSOK is more specific on requirements to
documentation

0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1

Table 5-329

Summary and comments

Summary:


NORSOK is more specific on requirements to documentation

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-330

Identified gaps

Gaps


NORSOK requires a DFI resume to be prepared.



NORSOK give detail requirements to the content of design briefs.

5.13.2

Design premise

Table 5-331

Difference rating for the topic

Type of difference
Differences in what is covered by the codes
Differences affecting structural integrity
Differences affecting fabrication cost
Difference in the efficiency of the design process

Difference
rating 1)

Comment

0
0
0
0

1) For definition of rating codes see Table 2
 -1
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Table 5-332

Summary and comments

Summary:


Both set of standards require the design premises to be developed. ISO is not requiring a
document called design premise to be developed, but require in 19900 (5.4) the ―assumptions
to be presented in a clear format‖.

Comments: (reference to other codes, important information in the Commentary etc.)


Table 5-333

Identified gaps

Gaps


No gap identified.
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6 PARAGRAPHS FOR THE VARIOUS DESIGN TOPICS
6.1 Introduction
The references in the following sections are to the section or subsections of the various codes where the
topic is treated.

6.2 Planning and regulations
6.2.1 General requirements to planning
ISO:
ISO 19900
5.4 Planning
ISO 19902:
6.2.1 General
6.2.4 Design situations and criteria
NORSOK:
No specific requirement identified

6.2.2 National regulation compliance
ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
5.2.2 Use of national codes and standards (Building standard correspondence factor)
NORSOK:
N-001:
4.1 Regulations, standards and design premises

6.2.3 Personnel qualification
ISO:
ISO 19900:
11.4.2 Qualifications of personnel
NORSOK:
N-001:
4.2 Personnel qualifications and organization (also reference to special provisions of
NMD regulations of 1 April 1996 No.320.)

6.2.4 Risk assessment
ISO:
See 6.9.1.7
NORSOK:
N-001:
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4.3 Risk assessment

6.2.5 Design Verification and QA during design phase
ISO:
ISO :19900
11.1 General (Quality management)
11.2 Responsibilities
11.3 Quality management system
NORSOK:
N-001:
4.2 General requirements relating to personnel qualifications and organization
5.1 Documentation
5.2.1 General verification requirements
5.2.2 Verification during the design phase

6.3 Metocean data determination
ISO:
ISO 19900:
5.13.1.1 General (Meteorological and oceanographical and ice information)
5.13.1.2 Wind
5.13.1.3 Waves

5.13.1.4 Water depth and sea level variations
5.13.1.5 Currents
5.13.1.8 Temperatures
5.13.1.9 Sea ice and icebergs
5.13.1.10 Other meteorological and oceanographic information
ISO 19901-1:
5.1 Determination of relevant Metocen parameters
5.2 Expert interpretation of the Metocean database
5.3 Selecting appropriate parameter for determining design action or action effects
5.4 The Metocean database
5.5 Storm type in a region
5.6 Directionality
5.7 Extrapolation of rare conditions
5.8 Metocean parameters for fatigue assessments
5.9 Met ocean parameters for short-term activities
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6.1 Water depth – General
6.2 Tides
6.3 Storm surge
ISO 19902:
6.3.2 Water depth and subsidence
NORSOK:
N-003:
6.2.1 Wave Data
6.2.2.1 Allowable wave models
6.2.2.2 Long term variation
6.3.1 Wind Data
6.6.2 Water level, storm surge, tide, settlements, subsidence and erosion

6.4 Environmental actions
6.4.1 General requirements
ISO:
ISO 19900:
5.13.2.1 General (Active geological processes)
ISO 19901-3:
5.6 Topside – Selecting the design environmental conditions
7.3.3 Topside – Design actions for in-place situations due to extreme environmental
actions
7.3.4 Topside – Design actions for in-place situations with operating environmental
actions
ISO 19902:
6.2.4 Design situations and criteria
9.4.1 In-place (ULS) – Extreme quasi-static actions due to wind, waves and current
9.4.2 In-place (ULS) – Directions of extreme wind, waves and current
9.4.3 In-place (ULS) – Extreme global actions
9.4.4 In-place (ULS) – Extreme local actions and action effects
9.4.5 In-place (ULS) – VIV
9.5.1 In-place (ULS) – Procedure for determining Ewe (Wave extreme action) and
Ewce (Wave and current extreme action)
9.5.3 In-place (ULS) – Hydrodynamic models for appurtenances
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9.11 Local hydrodynamic actions
NORSOK:
N-003:
6.1.1 Environmental design criteria
6.6.3 Appurtenances and equipment
6.7 Combinations of environmental actions
7.2 Temperature actions
N-004:
K.3.5.1 Environmental actions – General

6.4.2 Wind
ISO:
ISO 19901-1:
7.1 Wind general
7.2 Wind actions and action effects
7.3 Wind profile and time-averaged wind speed
7.4 Wind spectra
ISO 19901-3:
7.7 Topside – Wind actions (Ref ISO 19901-1 and selected building code)
ISO 19902:
9.7.1 General
9.7.2 Determining actions caused by wind
9.7.3 Wind actions determined from models
NORSOK:
N-003:
6.3.2 Description of Wind
6.3.3 Mean wind actions
6.3.4 Fluctuating wind actions
6.3.5 Wind-induced vibrations
10.3.6 Stochastic dynamic wind action analysis
N-004:
K.3.5.3 Wind action – Guidance

6.4.3 Waves
6.4.3.1

General

ISO:
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ISO 19901-1:
8.1 Waves General
8.2 Wave actions and action effects
8.3 Intrinsic, apparent and encounter wave periods
8.4 Two-dimensional wave kinematics
8.5 Maximum height of an individual wave for long return periods
8.6 Wave spectra
8.7 Wave directional spreading function and spreading factor
8.8 Wave crest elevation
ISO 19901-3:
7.6 Topside – Wave and current actions
NORSOK:
N-003:
6.2.2.3 Design sea states
6.2.2.4 Design Wave
6.2.6 Higher order, nonlinear wave actions
6.2.7 Wave slamming and run-up effect
6.2.9 Wave Enhancement
10.3.2.1 Action processes – Waves
10.3.4 Structural dynamic wave action analysis – DAF
N-004:
K.3.5.2 Wave action – Guidance
K.3.10 Wave slamming
6.4.3.2

Static analysis

ISO:
ISO 19902:
9.5.2.1 In-place ULS – Morison equation
9.5.2.3 In-place ULS – Drag and inertia coefficients
NORSOK:
N-003:
6.2.4.1 Wave and current effect
6.2.4.2 Wave loading on slender tubular structural elements
6.2.4.3 Large volume structures
6.2.4.4 Hybrid structures
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6.2.4.5 Effect of adjacent structure
6.4.3.3

Dynamic analysis

ISO:
ISO 19902:
9.8.1 Equivalent quasi-static action representing dynamic response caused by
extreme wave conditions
9.8.3.2 Dynamic analysis methods
9.8.3.3 Design sea state
9.8.3.4 Hydrodynamic action on a member
9.8.3.5 Mass representation in dynamic model
9.8.3.6 Damping
9.8.3.7 Stiffness
NORSOK:
N-003:
6.2.5.1 General
6.2.5.2 Slender structures
6.2.5.3 Large Volume Structures

6.4.4 Current
ISO:
ISO 19901-1:
9.1 Current general
9.2 Current velocities
9.3 Current profile
9.4 Current profile stretching
9.5 Current blockage
ISO 19901-3:
7.6 Topside – Wave and current actions
ISO 19902:
9.5.2.4 Current blockage factor
9.5.2.5 Conductor shielding factor
9.6 Actions caused by current
NORSOK:
N-003:
6.2.3.1 Macroscopic current velocity
6.2.3.2 Blockage
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6.2.11 Flow-induced vibrations
N-004:
K.3.5.2 Current action – Guidance

6.4.5 Marine Growth
ISO:
ISO 19900:
5.13.1.6 Marine growth
ISO 19901-1:
10.1 Marine growth
ISO 19902:
9.5.2.2 Marine Growth (In-place ULS)
NORSOK:
N-003:
6.6.1 Marine Growth

6.4.6 Tsunamis
ISO:
ISO 19900
5.13.2.5 Tsunamis
ISO 19901-1:
10.2 Tsunamis
NORSOK:
No specific requirement identified

6.4.7 Seiches
ISO:
ISO 19901-1:
10.3 Seiches
NORSOK:
No specific requirement identified

6.4.8 Sea ice and icebergs
ISO:
ISO 19901-1:
10.4 Sea ice and icebergs
NORSOK:
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N-003:
6.4.2.3 Sea ice and icebergs

6.4.9 Snow and ice
ISO:
ISO 19900:
5.13.1.7 Ice and snow accumulation
ISO 19901-1:
10.5 Snow and ice
NORSOK:
N-003:
6.4.1 Snow actions
6.4.2.1 Accumulated ice
6.4.2.2 Frost Burst
N-004:
K.3.5.5 Ice – Guidance

6.4.10

Earthquake

ISO:
ISO 19900:
5.13.2.2 Earthquakes
5.13.2.3 Faults
ISO 19901-2:
5 Earthquake hazards
6.1 Design principles (Seismic design principles and methodology)
6.2 Seismic design procedures
6.2.1 General (Seismic design procedures)
6.2.2 Extreme level earthquake design
6.2.3 Abnormal level earthquake design
6.3 Spectral acceleration data
6.4 Seismic risk category
6.5 Seismic design requirements
7.1 Soil classification and spectral shape
7.2 Seismic action procedure
8.2 Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis
8.3 Deterministic seismic hazard analysis
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8.4 Seismic action procedure
8.5 Local site response analyses
9.1 ELE performance (Performance requirements)
9.2 ALE performance

6.5 Soil investigation
ISO:
19900:
5.13.3.1 Soil properties
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.9.1 Soil investigation
K.6.1.2 Soil investigation – Guidance

6.6 Material selection
6.6.1 Structural steel
ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
6.2 Topside – Materials selection (makes ref to ISO 19902)
10.1 Topside – Material selection – General (makes ref to ISO 19902 for carbon
steel and alternative materials)
10.2 Topside – Carbon Steel
10.3 Topside – Stainless Steel
10.4 Topside – Aluminum alloys
10.5 Fiber-reinforced composites
10.6 Timber
ISO 19902:
19.1 General (Materials)
19.2.1 Material characterization (Design philosophy)
19.2.2.1 Yield strength requirements (Material selection criteria)
19.2.2.2 Structure exposure level
19.2.2.3 Component criticality
19.2.2.4 Lowest anticipated service temperature
19.2.2.5 Other considerations
19.2.3 Selection process
19.2.4 Material category approach
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19.2.5 Design class approach
19.3 Strength groups
19.4 Toughness classes
19.5 Applicable steels
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.3 Selection of materials and fabrication control
N-004:
5.1 Design Class
5.2 Steel quality level (see also commentary in section 12 regarding lamellar
tearing)
K.2.1 Structural classification

6.6.2 Threaded fasteners
ISO:
ISO 19902:
15.2.8.2 Threaded fastener materials and manufacturing
NORSOK:
No specific requirement

6.6.3 Swaged connections
ISO:
ISO 19902:
15.2.9.3 Material for swaged connections
NORSOK:
No specific requirement

6.7 Corrosion protection
ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
6.10 Topside – Corrosion Protection
11.5.1 Topside – Coatings
11.5.2 Topside – Under deck areas
12.3.2 Topside – Considerations in the design of corrosion control
12.3.3 Topside – Coatings, linings and wrappings
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12.3.4 Topside – Corrosion-resistant materials
12.3.5 Topside – Corrosion allowance
ISO 19902:
18.1 General (Corrosion control)
18.2 Corrosion zones and environmental parameters affecting corrosivity
18.3 Forms of corrosion, associated corrosion rates and corrosion damage
18.4.1 General (Design of corrosion control)
18.4.2 Considerations in design of corrosion control
18.4.3 Coatings, linings and wrappings
18.4.4.1 Cathodic protection systems (Cathodic protection)
18.4.4.2 Galvanic anode systems
18.4.4.3 Impressed current systems
18.4.5 Corrosion-resistant materials
18.4.6 Corrosion allowance
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.4 Corrosion Protection refers to NORSOK M-001“Materialselection”,M-501
“SurfacePreparationandprotectivecoating”andM-503“Cathodicprotection”

6.8 Connectors
6.8.1 Functional requirements (Connectors)
ISO:
ISO 19902:
15.2.2.4 Functional requirements
15.2.7.4 Functionality validation
NORSOK:
No specific requirement identified

6.8.2 Threaded fasteners
ISO:
ISO 19902:
15.2.8.1 General (Threaded fasteners)
NORSOK:
No specific requirement identified, but fatigue check of threaded components is
given in DNV-RP-C203, see 6.9.1.6.5
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6.9 Structural design checks
6.9.1 General design requirements
6.9.1.1

General

ISO:
ISO 19900
5.1 General
5.2 Fundamental requirements
5.3 Robustness
5.5 Durability, maintenance and inspection
5.6 Hazards
5.7 Design basis
5.8 Service requirements
5.9.1 Manning (Operating requirements)
5.9.2 Conductors and risers
5.9.3 Equipment and material layouts
5.9.4 Personnel and material transfer
5.9.5 Motions and vibrations
5.10 Special requirements
5.11 Location and orientation
5.12.1 General (Structural configuration)
5.12.3 Splash zone
5.15 Decommissioning and removal
6.1 General (Exposure levels)
6.2 Life-safety categories
6.3 Consequence categories
6.4 Determination of exposure level
7.1.1 General (Limit states)
7.1.2 Categories of limit states
7.1.3 Ultimate limit states
7.1.4 Serviceability limit states
7.1.5 Fatigue limit states
7.1.6 Accidental limit states
7.2.1 General design requirements
7.2.2 Design situations
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8.1 General (Basic variables)
8.2.1.1 General (Classification of actions)
8.2.1.2 Permanent actions
8.2.1.3 Variable actions
8.2.1.4 Environmental actions
8.2.1.5 Accidental and abnormal actions
8.2.1.6 Repetitive actions
8.2.2 Classification of actions according to the structural response
8.3.1 General (Resistances)
8.3.2 Properties of materials and soils
8.3.3 Geometric parameters
9.1 Principles (Partial factor design approach)
9.2.1 Characteristic values (Actions and their combinations)
9.2.2 Representative values
9.2.3 Design values
9.2.4 Combinations of actions
9.3.1 Characteristic values (Properties of materials and soils)
9.3.2 Design values
9.4.1 Representative values (Geometric parameters)
9.4.2 Design values
9.5 Uncertainties of calculation models
9.6.1 General (Values for partial factors)
9.6.2.1 Actions (Ultimate limit states)
9.6.2.2 Resistances and materials
9.6.3 Serviceability limit states
9.6.4 Fatigue limit states
9.6.5 Accidental limit states
9.7 Structural reliability analysis
ISO 19902:
6.4.1 General (Safety Considerations)
6.4.2 Accidental events
7.1 General design requirements
7.2 Incorporating limit states
7.3 Determining design situations
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NORSOK:
N-001:
6.1 Standard and guidelines (Action to be considered are defined and classified in
ISO 19900)
6.4.5 Accidental actions and protection against accidental actions
7.1 Structural design objectives
7.2.1 Limit state design
7.2.2 Check of limit states
7.13 Weak links
N-003:
6.1.2 Determination of characteristic actions (Model testing: Hydro, wind and ice)
N-004:
1 Validity of NORSOK standard for yield strength below 500 MPa
4 Limit states and general safety format
6.9.1.2

Analysis and modelling methods

ISO:
ISO 19900:
10 Models and analysis
ISO 19901-3:
9.2.1 Topside modeling – General
9.2.2 Support structure model for topside design
9.2.3 Topside – Modeling for design of equipment and piping supports
9.3.1 Topside – Support structure interface documentation
ISO 19902:
7.4 Structural modeling and analysis
12.1 Purpose of analysis (Guidance or just content of section 12)
12.2.1 Extent of analysis
12.2.2 Calculation methods
12.3.1 General
12.3.2 Level of accuracy
12.3.3.1 General (Geometrical definition for framed structures)
12.3.3.2 Member modeling
12.3.3.3. Joint modeling
12.3.4 Material properties
12.3.5 Topsides structures modeling
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12.3.6 Appurtenances
12.3.8 Other supports conditions
12.3.9 Local analysis structural models
12.3.10 Actions
12.3.11 Mass simulation
12.3.12 Damping
12.4.1 General (Analysis requirements)
12.4.2 Fabrication
12.4.3.1 General (Other pre-service and removal situations)
12.4.3.2 Loadout
12.4.3.3 Transportation
12.5.1 Natural frequency analysis
12.5.2 Dynamically responding structures
12.5.3 Static and quasi-static linear analysis
12.5.4 Static ultimate strength analysis
12.5.5 Dynamic linear analysis
12.5.6 Dynamic ultimate strength analysis
12.6.1 General (Non-linear analysis)
12.6.2 Geometry modeling
12.6.3 Component strength
12.6.4 Models for member strength
12.6.5 Models for joint strength
12.6.6 Ductility limits
12.6.7 Yield strength of structural steel
12.6.8 Models for foundation strength
12.6.9 Investigating non-linear behaviour
NORSOK:
N-003: 10.3.3.1 Modeling of structure or foundation – General
10.3.3.2 Structural dynamic effects
10.3.3.3 Stochastic effects
10.3.3.4 Structural non-linear effects
10.3.5 Extreme high frequency response including, springing, ringing and whipping
N-004:
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K4.1 Global response analyses – (Guidance)
K.4.3 Analysis modeling – Guidance
6.9.1.3
Non-environmental actions, action factors and characteristic
values for actions
6.9.1.3.1
Actions – General

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
7.1 Topside – Actions General
7.2 Topside – In-place Actions
7.3.1 Topside – Design action for in-place situations with permanent and variable
actions only
7.10.1 Topside – Accidental actions - General
ISO 19902:
6.5.2 Selecting design metocean parameters and action factors
7.8.1 Use of action and resistance factors
7.8.3 Unfactored actions
7.11 Indirect actions
9.2.1 Structural self-weight
9.2.2 Equipment and permanent objects – self-weight
9.2.6 Position and range of permanent and variable actions
NORSOK:
N-001:
6.2.1 Partial Action Factors
N-003:
4.1 Permanent actions
5.1 Variable actions
9.1.1 Action combinations – Normal operation
9.1.3 Variable and environmental actions in combination with accidental actions
9.2 Temporary conditions
10.1 Action effect analyses – General
N-004:
K.3.1 Design actions – General
K.3.2 Permanent Action
K.3.3 Variable action – COG envelope
K.3.4 Deformation action
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K.3.6 Accidental action – Guidance
K.3.8 Combination of actions – Guidance
K.4.2 Dynamic effects – Guidance
K.4.4.1 Design conditions – Guidance
6.9.1.3.2

Actions - Specific actions

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
7.3.2 Topside – Design actions for equipment testing
7.11.1 Topside – Drilling operations
7.11.2 Topside – Conductors (Support of)
7.11.3 Topside – Risers (Support of)
7.11.4 Topside – Caissons (Support of)
7.11.5 Topside – Maintenance, mechanical handling and lifting aids
7.11.6 Topside – Bridge supports (Support of)
ISO 19902:
9.2.3 Variable action 1 Q1, (Weight of dead loads; consumables, fluids in pipes,
tanks and stores, personnel and personal effects)
9.2.4 Variable action 1 Q2, (Operational loads; Crane actions, system testing with
liquids, machine operations, vessel mooring and helicopters)
9.2.7 Carry down factors (Reduction factors from operational limitations)
9.2.8 Representation of actions from topsides
15.2.3 Actions and forces on the connector
NORSOK:
N-003:
4.2 Hydrostatic pressure difference
5.2 Crane Actions
5.3 Deck area actions
5.4.1 Hydrostatic pressures (Tank pressures and weights)
5.4.2 Ballast
9.1.2 Static and dynamic pressure in tanks
6.9.1.4

Resistance factors and characteristic values for resistance

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
9.17 Topside – Strength reduction due to heat
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ISO 19902:
7.7.1 Determination of resistances
7.7.2 Physical testing to derive resistances
7.7.3 Resistances derived from computer simulations validated by physical testing
7.7.4 Resistances derived from computer simulations validated against design
formulae
7.7.5 Resistances derived from unvalidated computer simulations
7.8.1 Use of action and resistance factors
7.8.2 Strength and stability equations
NORSOK:
N-001:
4.5 Design and assessment by testing
7.2.2 Check of limit states
N-004:
6.1 Material factors for use with other codes (see also commentary in section 12)
6.9.1.5
General design requirements ULS and specific ULS in-place
requirements
6.9.1.5.1
General

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
6.6 Topside – Design for ULS
8.3.1 General (Topside – Design of non-cylindrical sections)
9.3.2 Topside – Static strength
ISO 19902:
9.9.1 Factored actions – general (In place)
9.9.2 Factored permanent and variable actions (In-place)
9.9.3 Factored extreme environmental actions (In-place)
9.10.3.1 Partial factor design format – General (In-place)
9.10.3.2 Design actions for in-place situations (In-place)
12.4.4.1 General (In-place situations)
12.4.4.2 Extreme environmental conditions
NORSOK:
N-001:
6.2.1 Partial Action Factors
6.2.2 Conditions and special considerations
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7.2.3 ULS material factors
N-003:
10.4 Extreme action effects
N-004:
6.1 General provisions analysis method – Linear elastic, simplified rigid-plastic or
elastic-plastic
6.2 Ductility
6.9.1.5.2

Tubular members

6.9.1.5.2.1

General

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
8.2 Topside – Cylindrical tubular member design (Ref to ISO 19902 or to local
building code)
ISO 19902: :
13.1 General (Strength of tubular members)
13.2.1 General (Tubular members subjected to tension, compression, bending, shear
or hydrostatic pressure)
13.2.2 Axial tension
13.2.3.1 General (Axial compression)
13.2.3.2 Column buckling
13.2.3.3 Local buckling
13.2.4 Bending
13.2.5.1 Beam shear
13.2.5.2 Torsional shear
13.2.6.1 Calculation of hydrostatic pressure
13.2.6.2 Hoop buckling
13.2.6.3 Ring stiffener design
NORSOK:
N-004:
6.3.1 General
6.3.2 Axial tension
6.3.3 Axial Compression
6.3.4 Bending
6.3.5 Shear
6.3.6 Hydrostatic pressure
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6.3.7 Material factor
K.5.1 Member design – Guidance
6.9.1.5.2.2

Tubular members subjected to combined loads without hydrostatic pressure

ISO:
ISO 19902:
13.3.1 General (Tubular members subjected to combined forces without hydrostatic
pressure)
13.3.2 Axial tension and bending
13.3.3 Axial compression and bending
NORSOK:
N-004:
6.3.8.1Axial tension and bending
6.3.8.2 Axial compression and bending, incl effective length
6.3.8.3 Interaction shear and bending moment
6.3.8.4 Interaction shear, bending moment and torsional moment
6.9.1.5.2.3

Tubular members subjected combined loads with hydrostatic pressure

ISO:
ISO 19902:
13.4.1 General (Tubular members subjected to combined forces with hydrostatic
pressure)
13.4.2 Axial tension, bending and hydrostatic pressure
13.4.3 Axial compression, bending and hydrostatic pressure
13.5 Effective lengths and moment reduction factors
NORSOK
N-003:
6.3.9 General (Capped end nodal forces)
6.3.9.1 Axial tension, bending and hydrostatic pressure
6.3.9.2 Axial compression, bending and hydrostatic pressure
6.9.1.5.3

Tubular Joints

6.9.1.5.3.1

General

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
8.2 Topside – Cylindrical tubular member design (Ref to ISO 19902 or to local
building code)
ISO 19902:
14.1 General (Strength of tubular joints)
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14.2 Design considerations
14.2.1 Materials
14.2.2 Design forces and joint flexibility
14.2.3 Minimum strength
14.2.4 Joint classification
14.2.5 Detailing practice
14.4 Overlapping circular tubular joints
14.6 Ring stiffened circular tubular joints
14.7 Other circular joint types
14.9 Noncircular joints
14.10 Cast joints
NORSOK:
N-004:
6.4.1 General
6.4.2 Joint classification
6.4.4 Overlap joints
6.4.5 Ring stiffened joints
6.4.6 Cast joints
K.5.2 Tubular connections – Guidance
K.5.4 Cast joints – Guidance
6.9.1.5.3.2

Simple joint strength

ISO:
ISO 19902:
14.3.1 General (Simple circular tubular joints)
14.3.2 Basic joint strength
14.3.3 Strength factor, Qu
14.3.4 Chord force factor, Qf
14.3.5 Y- and X-joints with chord cans
14.3.6 Strength check
NORSOK:
N-004:
6.4.3.1 General – definition of parameters and limitations
6.4.3.2 Basic Resistance
6.4.3.3 Strength factor
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6.4.3.4 Chord action factor
6.4.3.5 Design axial resistance for X and Y joints with joint cans
6.4.3.6 Strength check
6.9.1.5.4

Conical transitions

6.9.1.5.4.1

General

ISO:
ISO 19902:
13.6.1 General (Conical transitions)
13.6.2.1 Equivalent axial stress in conical transitions
13.6.2.2.1 Stress generation
13.6.2.2.2 Bending stresses
13.6.2.2.3 Hoop stresses
NORSOK:
N-004:
6.5.1 General
6.5.2.1 Axial stress in cone section
6.5.2.2 Local bending stress at unstiffened junctions
6.5.2.3 Hoop stress at unstiffened junctions
6.9.1.5.4.2

Strength requirements without external hydrostatic pressure

ISO:
ISO 19902:
13.6.3.1 General
13.6.3.2 Local buckling within conical transition
13.6.3.3 Junction yielding
13.6.3.4 Junction buckling
NORSOK:
N-004:
6.5.3.1 Local buckling under axial compression
6.5.3.2 Junction yielding
6.5.3.3 Junction buckling
6.9.1.5.4.3

Strength requirements with external hydrostatic pressure

ISO:
ISO 19902:
13.6.4.1 Hoop buckling
13.6.4.2 Junction yielding and buckling
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NORSOK:
N-004:
6.5.4.1 Hoop buckling
6.5.4.2 Junction yielding and buckling
6.9.1.5.4.4

Ring reinforcement design

ISO:
ISO 19902:
13.6.5.1 General (Ring design)
13.6.5.2 Junction rings without external hydrostatic pressure
13.6.5.3 Junction rings with external hydrostatic pressure
13.6.5.4 Intermediate stiffening rings
NORSOK:
N-004:
6.5.5.2 Junction rings without external hydrostatic pressure
6.5.5.3 Junction rings with external hydrostatic pressure
6.5.5.4 Intermediate stiffening rings
6.9.1.5.5

Grouted tubular members

ISO:
ISO 19902:
13.9.1 General (Grouted tubular members)
13.9.2.1 General (Grouted tubular members subjected to tension, compression or
bending)
13.9.2.2 Axial tension
13.9.2.3 Axial compression
13.9.2.4 Bending
13.9.3 Grouted tubular members subjected to combined forces
13.9.3.1 Axial tension and bending
13.9.3.2 Axial compression and bending
NORSOK:
No specific requirement identified.
6.9.1.5.6

Design of plated structures

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
8.3.2 Topside – Plate girder design
8.3.3 Topside – Box girder sections
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8.3.4 Topside – Stiffened plate structures
8.3.5 Topside – Stressed skin structures
NORSOK:
N-004:
6.6 Plated structures (Reference to DNV-RP-C201 and NS-EN-1993-1-5)
6.9.1.5.7

Design of cylindrical shells

ISO:
No specific requirement identified.
NORSOK:
N-004:
6.7 Cylindrical shells (Reference to DNV-RP-C202)
6.9.1.5.8

Design against unstable fracture

ISO:
No specific requirement identified.
NORSOK:
N-004:
6.8.1 General
6.8.2 Maximum acceptable defect size
6.9.1.5.9

Grouted connections

ISO:
ISO 19902:
14.5 Grouted circular tubular joints
15.1.1 General (Grouted connections)
15.1.2 Detailing requirements
15.1.3 Axial force
15.1.5 Interface transfer strength
15.1.5.2 Ranges of validity
15.1.5.3 Effect of movements during grout setting
15.1.6 Strength check
NORSOK:
N-004:
K.5.3.1 Grouted connection – General
K.5.3.2 Failure of the grout to pile connection due to interface shear from axial load
and torsional moment (ULS and ALS)
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K.5.3.3 Check of compressive stresses at the lower end of the grout due to bending
moment and shear in the pile (ULS and ALS)
K.5.3.7 Requirements to ribbed steel reinforcement
6.9.1.5.10

Mechanical connections

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
8.4.1 Topside – Connections – General
8.4.2 Topside – Restraint and shrinkage
8.4.3 Topside – Bolted Connections
ISO 19902:
15.2.1 Types of mechanical connectors
15.2.2.1 General (Design requirements)
15.2.2.2 Static strength requirements
15.2.4 Resistance of the connector
15.2.5 Strength criteria (Connector)
15.2.7.1 General (Stress analysis validation)
15.2.7.2 Strength validation
15.2.8.5 Threaded fastener strength criteria
15.2.9.1 Strength of swaged connections
NORSOK:
No specific requirement identified in NORSOK for design of fixed offshore
platforms
6.9.1.5.11

Castings

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
8.5 Topside – Castings
NORSOK:
No specific requirement identified to design of castings
6.9.1.6
General design requirements FLS and specific requirement for
FLS in-place
6.9.1.6.1
General

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
9.3.3 Topside – Fatigue design
ISO 19902: :
16.1.1 Applicability
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16.1.2 The fatigue process
16.1.3 Fatigue assessment by analysis using S–N data
16.1.4 Fatigue assessment by analysis using fracture mechanics methods
16.1.5 Fatigue assessment by other methods
16.12.2 Fatigue damage design factors
16.12.3 Local experience factor
16.13.1 General (Other causes of fatigue damage than wave action)
16.14.1 General (Further design considerations)
NORSOK:
N-001:
6.2.1 Partial Action Factors
6.4.2 Repetitive actions and possible fatigue damage in topside structures
7.2.5 DFF
10.5 Repetitive action effects
N-004:
8.1 General – incl DFF and ref to DNV-RP-C203
8.2 Methods for fatigue analysis
K.3.7 Fatigue actions – Guidance
K.4.4.3 Fatigue Analysis, incl DFF – Guidance
6.9.1.6.2

Fatigue calculation

6.9.1.6.2.1

General

ISO:
ISO 19902:
16.2.2 Fatigue crack initiation and crack propagation
16.2.3 Sources of variable stresses causing fatigue
16.2.4 Service life and fatigue life
16.2.5 The nature of fatigue damage
16.2.6 Characterization of the stress range data governing fatigue
16.2.7 The long-term stress range history
16.2.8 Partial action and resistance factors
16.2.9 Fatigue resistance
16.2.10 Fatigue damage calculation
16.2.11 Weld improvement techniques
16.3.1 General (Description of the long-term wave environment)
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16.3.2 Wave scatter diagram
16.3.3 Mean wave directions
16.3.4 Wave frequency spectra
16.3.5 Wave directional spreading function
16.3.6 Periodic waves
16.3.7 Long-term distribution of individual wave heights
16.3.8 Current
16.3.9 Wind
16.3.10 Water depth
16.3.11 Marine growth
16.14.8 Inspection strategy
NORSOK:
DNV-RP-C203:
1.2 Validity of standard – Material and Temperature
1.3 Methods for fatigue analysis
6.9.1.6.2.2

Fatigue analysis based on S-N curve

ISO:
ISO 19902:
16.4.1 General (Performing the global stress analyses)
16.4.2 Actions caused by waves
16.4.3 Quasi-static analyses
16.4.4.1 General (Dynamic analyses)
16.4.4.2 Mass
16.4.4.3 Stiffness
16.4.4.4 Damping
16.5 Characterization of the stress range data governing fatigue
16.6.1 General (The long-term local stress range history)
16.6.2 Probabilistic determination using spectral analysis methods
16.6.3 Deterministic determination using individual periodic waves
16.6.4 Approximate determination using simplified methods
16.7.1 General (Determining the long-term stress range distribution by spectral
analysis)
16.7.2.1 General (Stress transfer functions)
16.7.2.2 Selection of wave frequencies
16.7.2.3 Selection of wave heights
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16.7.3 Short-term stress range statistics
16.7.4 Long-term stress range statistics
16.8.1 General (Determining the long-term stress range distribution by deterministic
analysis)
16.8.2 Wave height selection
16.8.3 Wave period selection
16.8.4 Long-term stress range distribution
16.9 Determining the long-term stress range distribution by approximate methods
16.10.1 General (Geometrical stress ranges)
16.10.3 Geometric stress ranges for other fatigue sensitive locations
16.12.1 Cumulative damage and fatigue life (Fatigue assessment)
NORSOK:
DNV-RP-C203:
2.1 General – Fatigue analysis based on S-N curves
2.2 Fatigue damage accumulation
2.3.1 Fatigue analysis methodology and calculation of stresses – General
2.3.2 Plated structures using nominal stress S-N curves
2.4.1 Design S-N curve
2.4.2 Failure criterion inherent in the S-N curves (Through thickness vs.
redistribution of stresses)
2.4.3 Joint classification – S-N curve selection
2.5 Mean stress influence for non-welded structures
2.6 Effect of fabrication tolerances
2.7 Requirements to NDE and acceptance criteria
2.11 Guideline to when detailed fatigue can be omitted
6.9.1.6.2.3

Fatigue of specific components

ISO:
ISO 19902:
16.13.6 Risers
16.14.2 Conductors, caissons and risers
16.14.3 Miscellaneous non-load carrying attachments
16.14.4 Miscellaneous load carrying attachments
13.6.3.5 Junction fatigue (Conical transitions)
16.14.6 Members in the splash zone
16.14.7 Topsides structure
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NORSOK:
DNV-RP-C203:
2.3.4 Tubular joints
2.3.5 Fillet welds at cruciform joints
2.3.6 Fillet welds at doubling plates
2.3.7 Fillet welded bearing supports
2.8 Design chart for fillet and partial penetration welds
2.9 Bolts
2.10 Pipelines and Risers
6.9.1.6.2.4

S-N curves

ISO:
ISO 19902:
16.11.1 Basic S–N curves (Fatigue resistance of the material)
16.11.2 High strength steels
16.11.3 Cast joints
16.11.4 Thickness effect
NORSOK:
DNV-RP-C203:
2.4.4 S-N curves in air
2.4.5 S-N curves in seawater with cathodic protection
2.4.6 S-N curves for tubular joints
2.4.7 S-N curves for cast nodes
2.4.8 S-N curves for forged nodes
2.4.9 S-N curves for free corrosion
2.4.10 S-N curves for base material of high strength steel
2.4.11 S-N curves for stainless steel
2.4.12 S-N curves for small diameter umbilicals
2.4.13 Qualification of new S-N curves based on fatigue test data
6.9.1.6.2.5

SCFs – Stress Concentration Factors

ISO:
ISO 19902:
16.10.2.1 General requirements for the determination of the stress concentration
factor
16.10.2.2 Unstiffened tubular joints
16.10.2.3 Internally ring stiffened tubular joints
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16.10.2.4 Grouted tubular joints
16.10.2.5 Cast joints
NORSOK:
DNV-RP-C203:
3.1.2 SCFs for butt welds (Ref to DNV-OS-C401 for fabrication tolerances)
3.1.3 SCFs for cruciform joints (Ref to DNV-OS-C401 for fabrication tolerances)
3.1.4 SCFs for rounded rectangular holes
3.1.5 SCFs for holes with edge reinforcement
3.1.6 SCFs for scallops
3.3.1 SCF for simple tubular joints (Ref appendix B of DNV-RP-C203)
3.3.2 Superposition of stresses in tubular joints
3.3.3 Tubular joints welded from one side
3.3.4 Stiffened tubular joints
3.3.5 Grouted tubular joints
3.3.6 Cast nodes
3.3.7 Tubular butt weld connections
3.3.8 SCFs for stiffened shells
3.3.9 SCFs for conical transitions
3.3.10 SCFs for tubulars subjected to axial force
3.3.11 SCFs for joints with square sections
3.3.12 SCFs for joints with gusset plates
6.9.1.6.2.6

Finite Element - Hotspot method

ISO:
No specific requirement identified.
NORSOK:
DNV-RP-C203:
2.3.3 Plated structures using hot spot stress S-N curves
4.1 General – Calculation of hot spot stress by finite element analysis
4.2 Tubular joints
4.3.1 Non tubular joints – Stress field at a welded detail
4.3.2 Non tubular joints – FE modeling
4.3.3 Non tubular joints – Derivation of stress a tread out points 0.5 t and 1.5 t
4.3.4 Non tubular joints – Derivation of hot spot stress
4.3.5 Non tubular joints – Hot spot S-N curve
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4.3.6 Non tubular joints – Derivation of effective hot spot stress from FE analysis
4.3.7 Non tubular joints – Limitations for simple connections
4.3.8 Non tubular joints – Verification of analysis methodology
4.3.9 Non tubular joints – Analysis of welded penetrations
6.9.1.6.2.7

Simplified fatigue analysis

ISO:
No specific requirement identified.
NORSOK:
DNV-RP-C203:
5.1 General – Simplified fatigue analysis
5.2 Fatigue design charts
6.9.1.6.2.8

Fracture mechanics

ISO:
ISO 19902:
16.15.1 General (Fracture mechanics methods)
16.15.2 Fracture assessment
16.15.3 Fatigue crack growth law
16.15.4 Stress intensity factors
16.15.5 Fatigue stress ranges
16.15.6 Castings
NORSOK:
DNV-RP-C203:
6 Fatigue based on fracture mechanics
6.9.1.6.3

Vortex shedding

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
7.4 Topside – Vortex induced vibrations
ISO 19902:
16.13.2 Vortex induced vibrations
NORSOK:
N-004:
K.3.9 Vortex shedding – Guidance
6.9.1.6.4

Grouted connections

ISO:
ISO 19902:
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15.1.7 Fatigue assessment
NORSOK:
N-004:
K.5.3.4 Fatigue of the grouted connection for alternating interface shear stress due
to axial load and bending moment in the pile (FLS)
K.5.3.5 Fatigue of the grout due compression and shear stresses at the lower end of
the grout due to bending moment and shear in the pile (FLS)
K.5.3.6 Fatigue check due to torsion
6.9.1.6.5

Mechanical connections

ISO:
ISO 19902:
15.2.2.3 Fatigue performance requirements
15.2.6 Fatigue criteria
15.2.7.3 Fatigue validation
15.2.8.6 Threaded fastener fatigue criteria
15.2.9.2 Fatigue performance of swaged connections
NORSOK:
DNV-RP-C203:
5.4 Analysis of connectors (Threaded fasteners)
6.9.1.6.6

Improvement of fatigue life by fabrication

ISO:
ISO 19902:
16.16 Fatigue performance improvement of existing components
NORSOK:
Ref to N-004: 8.1 regarding grinding not being acceptable to increase fatigue life at
design stage
DNV-RP-C203:
7.1 General – Improvement of fatigue life by fabrication
7.2 Weld profiling by machining and grinding
7.3 Weld toe grinding
7.4 TIG dressing
7.5 Hammer Peening
6.9.1.7
General design requirements ALS and specific requirements for
ALS in-place
6.9.1.7.1
General

ISO:
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ISO 19901-3:
7.10.1 Topside – Accidental situations
7.10.2.1 Topside – Evaluation of accidental situations
7.10.2.2 Topside – Probability of occurrence and severity of accidental events
7.10.2.3 Topside – Risk Assessment
7.10.3 Topside – Hydrocarbon incidents
7.10.4 Topside – Explosion
7.10.5 Topside – Fire
7.10.6 Topside – Explosion and fire interaction
7.10.7 Topside – Vessel collision
7.10.8 Topside – Dropped and swinging objects and projectiles
7.10.9 Topside – Strong vibrations
ISO 19902:
10.1.1 Hazards (Grouping according to risk of occurrence)
10.1.2 Designing for hazards
10.1.3 Accidental situations
10.1.4 Identified accidental events
10.1.5 Abnormal environmental actions
10.1.6.1 Requirements for damage tolerance (Damaged structures)
10.2.1 Vessel collisions
10.3 Dropped objects
10.4 Fires and explosions
10.5 Abnormal environmental actions (Load factors)
12.4.4.3 Accidental situations
12.4.4.4 Seismic events
NORSOK:
N-001:
6.2.1 Partial Action Factors
7.2.6 ALS General
N-003:
8.3.1 Impact actions – General
N-004:
9.1 General – Material factors
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9.2 Check for accidental actions
A.2 General – Accidental actions
A.3.1 Ship impact – General
A.3.13 Global integrity during boat impact
A.4.1 Dropped objects – General
A.5.1 General (Fire)
A.5.2 Fire – Calculation methods
A.6.1 Explosions – General
A.7.1 Residual strength after damage – General
A.7.2 Modeling of damaged members
K.3.6 Accidental action – Guidance
K.4.4.4 Accidental Analysis – Guidance
6.9.1.7.2

Calculation of loads

6.9.1.7.2.1

Ship collision – Actions ALS

ISO:
ISO 19902:
10.2.2 Collision events
NORSOK:
N-003:
8.1 Accidental actions – general incl QRA Quantified Risk Assessment
8.3.2 Vessel collisions
8.8 Combination of accidental actions
8.6 Abnormal variable actions
10.6 Accidental damage limit state analysis
N-004:
A.3.1 General
A.3.2 Design principles
A.3.3.2 Reaction force to deck
A.3.5.2 Force contact area for strength design of large diameter columns
6.9.1.7.2.2

Dropped objects – Actions ALS

ISO:
ISO 19902:
10.3 Dropped objects
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NORSOK:
N-003:
8.3.3 Dropped objects
N-004:
A.4.2 Impact velocity
6.9.1.7.2.3

Fire and explosions – Actions ALS

ISO:
ISO 19902:
10.4 Fire and explosions
NORSOK:
N-003:
8.2.1 Fire and explosions – General
8.2.2 Fires
8.2.3 Explosions
8.2.4 Combined fire and explosion effects
N-004:
A.6.2 Explosion – Classification of response
A.6.3 Failure modes for stiffened panels – Explosion
A.6.4 SDOF system analysis – Explosion
A.6.5 MDOF analysis – Explosion
6.9.1.7.2.4

Abnormal environmental effects – ALS

ISO:
ISO 19902:
10.5 General – Abnormal environmental effects
NORSOK:
N-001:
6.2.1 Partial action factors – General
N-003:
6.7 Combinations of environmental actions
9.1.1 Action combinations – General
6.9.1.7.3

Calculation of resistance

6.9.1.7.3.1

Ship collision – Resistance ALS

ISO:
ISO 19902:
10.2.3 Collision process
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NORSOK:
N-004:
A.3.3.1 Strain energy dissipation
A.3.4 Dissipation of strain energy
A.3.5.1 Force-deformation relationships
A.3.5.3 Energy dissipation in ship bow
A.3.6 Force-deformation relationships for denting of tubular members
A3.7.1 Force-deformation relationship for beams – General
A.3.7.2 Plastic force-deformation relationships including elastic, axial flexibility
A.3.7.3 Bending capacity of dented tubular members
A.3.8 Strength of connections
A.3.9 Strength of adjacent structure
A.3.10.1 Ductility limits – General
A.3.10.2 Local buckling
A.3.10.3 Lateral stability at yield hinges
A.3.10.4 Tensile Fracture of parent material
A.3.10.5 Tensile fracture in yield hinges
A.3.11.1 Resistance of large diameter, stiffened columns – General
A.3.11.2 Resistance of large diameter, stiffened columns – Longitudinal stiffeners
A.3.11.3 Resistance of large diameter, stiffened columns – Ring stiffeners
A.3.11.4 Resistance of large diameter, stiffened columns – Decks and bulkheads
6.9.1.7.3.2

Dropped objects – Resistance ALS

ISO:
No specific requirements identified.
NORSOK:
N-004:
A.4.3 Dissipation of strain energy
A.4.4 Resistance/energy dissipation
A.4.5 Limits for energy dissipation
6.9.1.7.3.3

Fire and explosions – Resistance ALS

ISO:
No specific requirements identified.
NORSOK:
N-004:
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A.5.3 Material Modeling – Fire
A.5.4 Equivalent imperfections – Fire
A.5.5 Empirical correction factor – Fire
A.5.6 Local cross sectional buckling – Fire
A.5.7 Ductility limits – Fire
A.5.8 Capacity of connections – Fire
A.6.6 Classification of resistance properties – Explosion
A.6.7 Idealization of resistance curves – Explosion
A.6.8 Resistance curves and transformations factors for plates – Explosion
A.6.9 Resistance curves and transformations factors for beams – Explosions
6.9.1.8

General design requirements SLS

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
6.5.1 Topside – Design for SLS – General
6.5.2 Topside – Vibrations
6.5.3 Topside - Deflections
NORSOK:
N-001:
6.2.1 Partial Action Factors
7.2.4 SLS requirements
6.9.1.9

Structural categorization

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
5.4 Exposure levels (Topside)
ISO 19902:
6.6.1 General (Exposure levels)
6.6.2 Life-safety categories
6.6.3 Consequence categories
6.6.4 Determination of exposure level
NORSOK:
No specific requirements identified.
6.9.1.10

Air gap

ISO:
ISO 19900:
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5.12.2 Deck elevation
ISO 19901-3:
5.3 Topside – Deck elevation and green water
ISO 19902:
6.3.3.2 Deck Elevation
NORSOK:
N-001:
6.4.1 Deck elevation (Ref to ISO 19901-1)
6.9.1.11

Weight control and equipment layout

ISO:
ISO 19902:
6.3.3.3 Equipment and material layouts
8.2.2 Weight control
9.2.9 Weight control
NORSOK:
N-001:
6.4.3 Weight control
6.9.1.12

Design for inspection and maintenance

ISO:
ISO 19902:
6.2.3 Design for inspection and maintenance
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.1 Design objectives
6.9.1.13

Robustness

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
6.9 Topside – Robustness (incl. Walk down at fabrication site)
ISO 19902:
7.9 Robustness
NORSOK:
N-001:
4.7 Robustness assessment
6.9.1.14

Reserve strength

ISO:
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ISO 19902:
7.10.1 Reserve strength new structures
NORSOK:
NORSOK has not formulated requirements to reserve strength other than
requirements which are implicit in ULS, FLS checks and robustness.
6.9.1.15

Structural reliability analysis

ISO:
ISO 19902:
7.12 Structural reliability analysis
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.2.2 Check of limit states
6.9.1.16

Interface assessment

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
6.4 Topside – Structural interfaces
NORSOK:
N-001:
4.8 Interface assessment

6.9.2 Pre service Phase (Fabrication, Load Out, Transportation and
Installation)
6.9.2.1

General

ISO:
ISO 19900
5.12.6 Marine operations
5.14 Construction and deployment
ISO 19901-3:
6.11 Design for fabrication and inspection
13 Topside – Loadout, transportation, and installation (Ref to ISO 19901-6)
ISO 19902:
8.1.2 Situations
8.2.1 Design situations
8.2.2 Weight control
8.2.3 Dynamic effects
8.2.4.1 Internal forces due to factored actions
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8.2.4-2 Internal forces due to un-factored actions
12.4.3.4 Installation
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.12 Marine Operations
(Reference to DNV VMO standards as defined in DNV-OS-H101.)
N-004:
K.4.4.6 Installation analysis, incl transport – Guidance
6.9.2.2

Threaded fasteners

ISO:
ISO 19902:
15.2.8.3 Threaded fastener installation
NORSOK:
No specific requirements identified.
6.9.2.3

Swaged connections

ISO:
ISO 19902:
15.2.9.4 Installation of swaged connections
NORSOK:
No specific requirement identified.
6.9.2.4

Fabrication

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
7.9.2 Topside – Fabrication
ISO 19902:
8.4 General about loads and vortex shedding
NORSOK:
N-003:
7.3 Actions due to fabrication
6.9.2.5

Load Out

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
7.9.3 Topside – Loadout, transportation and installation (Ref to ISO 19901-6)
ISO 19902:
8.5.1 Direct lift
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8.5.2 Horizontal movement onto barge
8.5.3 Self-floating structures (Launched)
22.1.3 Actions and required resistance
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.12 Marine operations
Reference to DNV VMO standards as defined in DNV-OS-H101.
6.9.2.6

Transportation

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
7.9.3 Topside – Loadout, transportation and installation (Ref to ISO 19901-6)
ISO 19902:
8.6.1 General
8.6.2 Environmental conditions
8.6.3 Determination of actions
22.1.3 Actions and required resistance
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.12 Marine operations
Reference to DNV VMO standards as defined in DNV-OS-H101.
6.9.2.7

Jacket installation (launch, upending, on bottom stability)

ISO:
ISO 19902:
8.7.1 Lifted structure
8.7.2 Launched structures
8.7.3 Crane assisted uprighting of structures
8.7.4 Submergence pressures
8.7.5 Member flooding
8.7.6 Actions on the foundation during installation
22.1.3 Actions and required resistance
22.2.5 Actions on the platform components
22.3.1 Lifting operations
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22.3.2.3 Launching – Actions on the structure
22.4.4.4 Structure on-bottom weight
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.12 Marine operations
Reference to DNV VMO standards as defined in DNV-OS-H101.
6.9.2.8

Pile installation

ISO:
ISO 19902:
16.13.5 Installation (Fatigue during Pile driving)
22.5.1 Pile installation – General
22.5.3 Pile installation – Lifting methods
NORSOK :
N-004 :
K.6.2.5 Pile fatigue
N-001:
7.12 Marine operations
Reference to DNV VMO standards as defined in DNV-OS-H101.

6.9.2.9

Lifting

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
7.9.3 Topside – Loadout, transportation and installation (Ref to ISO 19901-6)
ISO 19902:
8.3.1 General
8.3.2 Dynamic effects (DAF)
8.3.3 Effects of tolerances
8.3.4 Dual lift
8.3.5 Local factor
8.3.6 Member and joint strength (Actions)
8.3.7 Lifting attachments
8.3.8 Slings, shackles and fittings
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NORSOK:
N-001:
7.12 Marine operations
Reference to DNV VMO standards as defined in DNV-OS-H101.
N-003:
5.5 Variable actions in temporary phases (Lifting, reference to DNV VMO
standards as defined in DNV-OS-H101)
6.9.2.10

Fatigue Limit States

ISO:
ISO 19902:
8.6.4 Transportation – Overhanging structures and VIV
16.13.4 Transportation (Fatigue)
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.12 Marine operations
Reference to DNV VMO standards as defined in DNV-OS-H101.

6.9.3 In-place condition
6.9.3.1

General requirements

ISO:
ISO 19902:
7.6 General
11.2 Seismic design procedure
11.3 Seismic reserve capacity factor
11.4 Recommendations for ductile design
NORSOK:
N-003:
6.5.2 Seismic design of structure and foundation
6.5.3 Seismic - Response spectra for a single degree of freedom system
7.4 Actions due to settlement of foundations
6.9.3.2
6.9.3.2.1

Ultimate Limit States
General

ISO:
ISO 19902:
9.10.1 General considerations for the ULS
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9.10.2 Demonstrating sufficient RSR under environmental actions
NORSOK:
N-004:
K.4.4.2 In-place ULS Analysis – Guidance
6.9.3.2.2

Calculation of loads

6.9.3.2.2.1

General

ISO:
ISO 19902:
9.1 General
NORSOK:
N-001:
6.1 Standards and guidelines
6.9.3.2.2.2

Unintended flooding

ISO:
ISO 19902:
9.2.5 Unintended flooding
NORSOK:
No specific requirements identified.

6.10 Foundation design
6.10.1

General design considerations
7.9.3 Geotechnical design, ref to ISO 19901-4

N-003:
7.4 Actions due to settlement of foundations
N-004:
K.6.1.1 Design principles – Guidance
K.6.2.6 Foundation simulation for jacket fatigue analysis
6.10.1.1

Definition of characteristic strength

ISO:
19900
5.13.3.1 Soil properties
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.9.2 Characteristic Properties of the soil
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6.10.1.2

Geological processes

ISO:
19900:
5.13.2.4 Shallow gas
5.13.3.2 Seabed instability
5.13.3.3 Scour
ISO 19902:
6.2.2 Foundation and active geological processes
17.3.5 Scour
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.9.1 Soil investigation
7.9.3 Geotechnical design, ref to ISO 19901-4
7.9.4 Slope stability

6.10.2

Piled foundation

NORSOK:
N-004:
K.6.2.5 Pile Fatigue
6.10.2.1

General design considerations

ISO
ISO 19902:
12.4.4.6 Analysis for reserve strength
13.3.4 Piles
17.1.1 Applicability (General, Foundation design)
17.1.2 Overall considerations
17.1.3 Exposure levels
17.2.1 Types of pile foundation (Pile foundations)
17.2.2 Driven piles
17.2.3 Drilled and grouted piles
17.2.4 Belled piles
17.2.5 Vibro-driven piles
17.3.1 Foundation size (General requirements for pile design)
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17.3.2 Foundation response
17.3.3 Deflections and rotations
17.3.4 Foundation capacity
17.3.5 Scour
17.10.2 Pile stresses
17.10.3 Pile design checks
6.10.2.2

Axial capacity – material/resistance factor

ISO
ISO 19902
17.3.4 Foundation capacity
NORSOK
N-001
7.2.3 Ultimate limit states (ULS)
N-004:
K.6.2.1 Axial pile resistance
6.10.2.3

Axial capacity – recommended methods

ISO
ISO 19902 :
17.4.1 General (Pile capacity for axial compression)
17.4.2 Representative axial pile capacity
17.4.3 Skin friction and end bearing in cohesive soils
17.4.4 Skin friction and end bearing in cohesionless soils
17.4.5 Skin friction and end bearing of grouted piles in rock
17.5 Pile capacity for axial tension
17.6.1 General (Axial pile performance)
17.6.2 Static axial behaviour of piles
17.6.3 Cyclic axial behaviour of piles
17.6.4 Overall axial behaviour of piles
17.7.1 General (Soil reaction for piles under axial compression)
17.7.2 Axial shear transfer t-z curves
17.7.3 End bearing resistance-displacement, Q–z, curve
NORSOK:
N-004
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K.6.2.1 Axial pile resistance
6.10.2.4

Lateral capacity – recommended methods

ISO:
ISO 19902:
17.8.1 General (Soil reaction for piles under lateral actions)
17.8.2 Representative lateral capacity for soft clay
17.8.3 Lateral soil resistance–displacementp−ycurvesforsoftclay
17.8.4 Representative lateral capacity for stiff clay
17.8.5 Lateral soil resistance–displacement p–y curves for stiff clay
17.8.6 Representative lateral capacity for sand
17.8.7 Lateral soil resistance–displacement p–y curves for sand
NORSOK:
N-004
K.6.2.2 Lateral pile resistance
6.10.2.5

Modelling of soil structure interaction

ISO:
ISO 19902:
12.3.7.1 General (Soil-structure interaction)
12.3.7.2 Pile groups
12.3.7.3 Pile connectivity
12.3.7.4 Conductor modeling
12.3.7.5 Conductor connectivity
17.9.1 General (17.9 Pile group behavior)
17.9.3 Lateral behavior
17.9.4 Pile group stiffness and structure dynamics
17.9.5 Resistance factors
17.10.1 General (Pile wall thickness)

NORSOK:
N-004:
K.6.2.3 Foundation response analysis
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6.10.2.6

Pile installation

ISO:
ISO 19902:
8.7.6.1 Actions on the foundation during installation – General
8.7.6.2 Actions on the foundation during installation – Determination of actions
17.10.4 Check for load case due to weight of hammer during hammer placement
17.10.5 Stresses during driving
17.10.6 Minimum wall thickness
17.10.7 Allowance for underdrive and overdrive
17.10.8 Driving shoe
17.10.9 Driving head
17.11 Length of pile sections
NORSOK:
N-004:
K.6.2.4 Piled - Installation

6.10.3

Skirted foundation

ISO:
ISO 19902:
17.12.1 General (Shallow foundations)
17.12.2 Stability of shallow foundations
NORSOK:
N-004:
K.6.3.1 Skirted foundation – General
K.6.3.2 Foundation capacity
K6.3.3 Skirt penetration
K.6.3.4 Skirted foundation structural design
K.6.4 On-bottom stability

6.10.4

Earthquake

ISO:
ISO 19902:
11.1 Seismic design considerations – General
11.2 Seismic design procedure
11.3 Seismic reserve capacity factor
11.4 Recommendations for ductile design
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11.5.1 Seismic – ELE partial action factors
11.5.2 Seismic – ELE structural and foundation modelling
11.6.1 Seismic – ALE general
11.6.2 Seismic – ALE structural and foundation modelling
NORSOK:
N-003:
6.5.1 Basis for seismic assessment
6.5.2 Seismic design of structure and foundation
10.3.7.1 Seismic action effects by response spectrum
10.3.7.2 Seismic action – Global nonlinear strength analysis
10.3.7.3 Other effect of earthquakes
N-004:
K.3.5.4 Earthquake action – Guidance
K.4.4.5 Earthquake Analysis – Guidance

6.11 Specific requirements to topside structures
6.11.1

General Topside

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
5.5.1 Topside – Operational considerations – Function
6.3 Topside – Design Conditions
7.5 Topside – Deformations (Global)
8.1 Topside – Strength and resistance – use of local building standards (Calculation
of Kc, Building Code correspondence factor)
9.1.1 Topside – Design General
NORSOK:
N-001:
8.8 Topside
8.9 Helicopter deck

6.11.2

Flare tower

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
9.4 Topside – Flare towers, booms, vents and similar structures – General
NORSOK:
N-001:
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8.10 Flare Tower

6.11.3

Helideck

6.11.3.1

General

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
9.5.1 Topside – Helidecks – General
9.5.2 Construction
NORSOK:
N-001:
8.9 Helicopter decks –( Ref to DNV-OS-E401)
6.11.3.2

Design actions and resistance

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
9.5.3.1 Design situations
9.5.3.2 Design requirements
9.5.3.3 Helicopter emergency landing situation
9.5.3.4 Helicopter at rest situation
9.3.5.5 Representative strengths and partial resistance factors
9.3.5.6 Safety net arms and framing
9.3.5.7 Helicopter tie-down points
NORSOK:
N-001:
8.9 Helicopter decks – Rev to DNV-OS-E401
N-003:
8.3.4 Helicopter impacts

6.11.4

Crane support structure

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
9.6.1 Crane support structure – General
9.6.2 Static design
9.6.3 Dynamic design
9.6.4 Fatigue design
NORSOK:
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No specific requirements identified

6.11.5

Derrick design

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
9.7 Derrick design
NORSOK:
No specific requirements identified

6.11.6

Bridges

ISO
ISO 19901-3:
9.8 Bridges
9.9 Bridge bearings
NORSOK:
No specific requirements identified

6.11.7

Outfitting

ISO
ISO 19901-3:
9.10 Anti-vibration mountings for modules and major equipment skids
9.11 System interface assumptions
9.12 Fire protection systems
9.13 Penetrations
9.16 Actions due to drilling operations
9.18 Walkways, laydown areas and equipment maintenance
9.19 Muster areas and lifeboat stations

6.12 Design considerations for in-service inspection and
structural integrity management
6.12.1

Condition monitoring

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
6.12 Topside – Design considerations for structural integrity management
14.2 Topside – Particular considerations applying to topsides structures
NORSOK:
N-001:
7.5 Condition monitoring of structures
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6.12.2

Inspection

ISO:
ISO 19901-3:
6.11 Topside – Design for fabrication and inspection
9.14 Topside – Difficult-to-inspect areas
NORSOK:
N-004:
5.3 Inspection category for NDT of welding
K.2.1 Limit to diver inspection of 150 m
K.5.3.8 Grouted connection – Considerations on in-service inspection

6.13 Documentation
6.13.1

General requirement

ISO:
ISO 19900:
11.7.5 Drawings and specifications
ISO 19901-3:
9.3.1 Topside – Support structure interface
NORSOK:
N-001:
5.1 Documentation
7.5 DFI resume
N-004:
K.7.1Documentationrequirementsforthe„DesignBasis‟and„DesignBrief‟–
General, DFI
K.7.2 Design briefs

6.13.2

Design premise

ISO:
No specific requirements identified
NORSOK:
N-001:
4.1 Regulations, standards and design premises
N-004:
K.7.2 Design Basis – content
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7 ASPECTS OF IMPORTANT GAPS
7.1 Comparison of safety factors for various load combinations
A comparison of the total safety factors between ISO 19902 and NORSOK N-001 is made and presented
in Figure 7-1 to Figure 7-3 for three different failure modes. It is assumed that the permanent loads and
the variable loads are equal in size. The graphs present the total safety factor (resistance factor times
action factor) for various ratios of the environmental load to the total load.

Figure 7-1

Comparison of safety factors. Tension and bending

The required total safety factor for tension and bending (see Figure 7-1) is in agreement for structures
that are without dynamic effects, but with ISO requiring somewhat less safety factors when
environmental loads dominate. For structures where dynamic effects are present the ISO safety factors
can be significant larger. The loadfactors for environmental load is for the case of ISO taken as the
recommended 1,35 and the dynamic factor as 1,25. Both these factors are subject to the owner‘s choice
according to the code.
For failure modes due to compression NORSOK requires lower safety factors for all load ratios as shown
in Figure 7-2. If the structure is dynamically sensitive the difference can be considerable.
For members with tubular sections with a high D/t ratio NORSOK will require larger safety factors. When
such members are exposed to external hydrostatic pressure the increased safety requirement in
NORSOK will apply for lower D/t ratios than without hydrostatic pressure. See Figure 7-3.
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Figure 7-2

Comparison of safety factors. Compression

Figure 7-3

Comparison of safety factors. Hoop buckling

In NORSOK there are specified reduces safety factors in the case that permanent loads are defined with
high accuracy. The comparison with ISO is shown in Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5. Furthermore in case of
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platforms that are unmanned the safety factor for environmental loads is reduced in NORSOK and this is
also shown in these two figures.

Figure 7-4

Comparison of safety factors. Tension and bending. Low D/t

Figure 7-5

Comparison of safety factors. Compression. Low D/t
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7.2 Building code correspondence factor
In order to use ISO standard together with ordinary code for steel buildings it is required in ISO 19901-3
that a so called building correspondence factor should be used to adjust the safety level. Even if it is
described and an example is provided it is not obvious how the factor shall be established and different
values may be obtained. This is shown in work by Neumann /9/ and Neumann and Dahl /10/. Their work
concludes with building factors of 0.86 and 0.95 in the two articles respectively. This means that the
latest determination of the factor of 0.86 will reduce the design capacity with 10 % to what was the
earlier conclusion.
The difficulties with the procedure of ISO 19901-3 are that the various formulas for structural resistance
in the two codes may predict the capacity with more or less precision for different member shapes and
load combinations. For instance, the Eurocode 3 formulas for compact tubular cross-sections (class 1 or
2) when exposed to combined bending and axial load are more accurate than the formulas given in ISO
19902. When such cases are used for the determination of the building code correspondence factor
implicit conservatism in the code will imply additional (an unnecessary) safety to be added for all design
checks made with the building code.

7.3 Differences in seismic design requirements
7.3.1 General
The earthquake criteria are fundamentally different between ISO and NORSOK. The criteria are briefly
described below.

7.3.2 Earthquake criteria ISO
ISO 19901-2 defines two levels of earthquake for design (6.1):


The abnormal level earthquake, ALE, for which one shall demonstrate that the platform does not
collapse, and



The extreme level earthquake, ELE, for which one shall demonstrate that the structure ―sustain
little or no damage‖ (ISO 19902, Sect. 1.1, similar formulation given in ISO 19901-2, 6.1), i.e.
traditional ULS limit state criteria based on response obtained from analysis of elastic structure
shall be fulfilled.

Criteria are given (ISO 19901-2, 6.4 and 6.5) for the required degree of refinement in establishing the
seismic criteria, based on seismic risk category, SRC, which is defined from a combination of ―exposure
level‖ and site seismic zone. The latter is defined by the spectral acceleration at T=1sec. for a 1000 year
earthquake, which can be taken from zonation diagrams given in Appendix B of the standard. For the
Norwegian Sector the seismic risk category SRC3 results. The standard describes two levels for handling
seismic action, a ―simplified seismic action procedure‖ (Ch. 7) and a ―detailed seismic action procedure‖
(Ch. 8). For SRC3 the detailed procedure is recommended, but the simplified procedure is allowed for.

The ALE level earthquake is defined as a level that gives an annual probability of failure of 1/2500 for the
highest exposure level L1. Following the procedure described in the Standard for the detailed seismic
action procedure (Ch. 8), this would for the Norwegian Sector result in a return period of approximately
3300y. This procedure requires that a site specific seismic hard analysis is performed as a basis for the
seismic action procedures.
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The recurrence period of the ELE level earthquake is for the detailed seismic action procedure to be
selected so that the difference in spectral acceleration at T=1s between ALE and ELE is less than a
known or anticipated ―seismic reserve capacity factor‖, Cr, for the structure (Ch.8). This is to be verified
by a push-over analysis. When this procedure is followed an explicit ALE dynamic earthquake analysis
can be omitted, as long as ELE response criteria are satisfied for the defined ELE recurrence period.
Alternatively or if the anticipated Cr factor cannot be verified by the push-over analysis, an explicit ALE
earthquake analysis shall be performed. If the return period for ELE earthquake by the defined recipe
becomes lower than 200 y, which may be the case in areas with high seismic activity, 200y shall be used
for ELE analyses for exposure level L1 (Sect. 8.4).
The seismic hazard analysis being the basis for the above procedures defines seismic motions at a level
of bedrock (or in some cases also for soft rock or stiff soil). To obtain motions for a seabed with softer
soil than the reference a site response analysis is recommended. Alternatively, amplification values as
for the simplified action procedure may be used.

Following the simplified seismic action procedure, spectral acceleration values for rock outcrop motions
for oscillation periods of 0.2 ad 1s are provided in zonation charts for 1000y recurrence period. These
are to be multiplied by a factor 1.6 (Section 7.2 and Table 9) to obtain spectral accelerations for ALE and
rock outcrop motions. To obtain seabed motions the bedrock outcrop motions are to be multiplied by
factors to account for the type of soil between bedrock and seabed, with emphasis on the upper 30m.
Factors are given for 4 different categories of soil, characterised by their properties (Sect. 7.1). For very
soft soil site response analyses are required.
The response spectrum is constructed based on response values for 0.2 and 1.0s and a recipe for
constructing the response spectrum for the entire frequency range (Sect. 7.1).

7.3.3 Earthquake criteria NORSOK
In NORSOK similarly two levels of earthquake are defined – the ALS and ULS earthquake (N-003, 6.5).
The same requirements to structural performance are given as for the ALE and ELE earthquakes in ISO.
In NORSOK, the return periods for the two types of earthquakes are not related but specified to be
10000y for the ALS condition and 100y for the ULS condition.
Site specific seismic hazard analyses are not required, but rather detailed zonation charts for the
earthquake peak acceleration are given based on seismic hazard analyses for the entire Norwegian
offshore areas. /2/. This is accompanied with a response spectrum for bedrock outcrop motions
normalised to the peak acceleration, as copied from /3/.
As a possible replacement to performing site response analyses, a range for frequency dependent
amplification factors are given for ―soft soil‖ and for ―stiff soil‖ without any further definition of these
terms.

7.4 Conical transitions
7.4.1 Background
Recommendations for conical transitions in NORSOK N-004 first edition were made as a copy of the draft
for ISO 19902 even if it was envisaged that the design requirements was in certain cases overly
conservative.
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The reason to use the conservative formulation was a general wish to be in line with ISO and that the
economic consequences for new design is limited, as it often just meant to add a ring stiffener
Later the need to calculate accurate capacity in cases of existing structures by applying non-linear FEmethods has provided the opportunity to develop formulas that better predict the actual capacity.
The recommendations for checks of conical transitions in API RP-2A 21st Edition gave larger capacities
than ISO 19902 and NORSOK N-004 rev. 1 and 2.
The formulation was revised in NORSOK N-004 rev. 3 in 2013.
The ISO 19902 requirements build on using yield in extreme fibre as the failure criterion. This criterion is
considerably to the safe side for checking a structure in ULS and ALS groups of limit states. The key
parameter is the local bending stress which is a deflection induced stress that is not needed in order to
obtain equilibrium between internal stress resultants and external loads.

7.4.2 Comparison
100 different conical transition geometries are used for comparison. All cases have the smaller diameter
equal to 1000 mm. The results relate to check at the smaller diameter junction. A yield stress of 420
MPa and tensile strength of 500 MPa are used. The results are normalized to the plastic axial and
bending capacity of the smaller tubular. The comparison is made on characteristic resistance meaning
that all safety factors are left out of the comparison.
The design are varied by the following parameters:
Parameter 1 D/t = 18, 33.3, 50, 66.7, 100
Parameter 2 α = 3 , 6 , 10 , 15
Parameter 3 tc/t = 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, 1.2, 1.0
Parameter 3 is the first parameter to be varied and then parameter 2. This means that case 1 to 5 has
same D/t (18), and same angle α (3 ) but with cone thickness ratio tc/t varying from 3.0 to 1.0. Case 6
to 10 have the same D/t (18), and angle α = 6 but with cone thickness ratio tc/t varying from 3.0 to 1.0
and so on….
The comparison is made for pure tension, pure compression and bending moment and without
hydrostatic pressure and is presented in Figure 7-6, Figure 7-7 and Figure 7-8 respectively.
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Figure 7-6 Comparison of cone tension capacity according to ISO and NORSOK for 100
different cone geometries

Figure 7-7 Comparison of cone compression capacity according to ISO and NORSOK for 100
different cone geometries
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Figure 7-8 Comparison of cone bending moment capacity according to ISO and NORSOK for
100 different cone geometries

The NORSOK formulas are less conservative than ISO in all cases. The relative differences range from
ISO giving 46% of the capacity compared to NORSOK up to 93% for the different cases investigated.

7.5 FLS thickness effect e.g. pile driving
In the NORSOK standard there are more S-N curves to select from than in the ISO standard. This should
indicate that a more accurate assessment should be possible using NORSOK as compared with ISO.
However, this difference is not considered to be a significant issue. For example the S-N curves in the
two standards for tubular joints in seawater with cathodic protection are compared in Figure 7-9 The
comparison is made for a thickness of a tubular joint equal 32 mm (with respect to thickness effect). The
main contribution to fatigue damage in structures subjected to wave loading is from 10 6 -108 cycles.
Here the difference in fatigue capacity between the two standards is 7 %.
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Tubular joints in seawater with cathodic protection
1000
T -curve ISO

Stress range (MPa)

T-curve Norsok

100

10
1.0E+04
Figure 7-9
protection

1.0E+05

1.0E+06
1.0E+07
Number of cycles N

1.0E+08

1.0E+09

S-N curves in NORSOK and ISO 19902 for tubular joints in seawater with cathodic

The largest difference in the two standards is found for butt welds and cruciform joints due to the
thickness effect which is significantly different in the two standards. The calculated number of cycles to
failure derived from NORSOK as compared with ISO 19902 for a butt weld is shown in Figure 7-10. Here
it is assumed that the butt weld width is half that of the main plate thickness. This ratio is considered to
be of significant importance for fatigue design of piles as use of ISO 19902 likely will impose additional
requirements to grinding of welds as compared with that of using NORSOK.
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Comparison of fatigue capacity Norsok versus ISO for butt weld as
function of thickness
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Figure 7-10 Ratio of calculated number of cycles to failure derived from NORSOK as
compared with ISO 19902 for a butt weld

7.6 Fatigue design factors
ISO 19902 has somewhat similar recommendations regarding Design Fatigue Factors as in NORSOK, see
Tables below. However, where NORSOK recommends a DFF = 3, the ISO standard recommends DFF = 5.
NORSOK gives more detailed recommendations on use of DFF factors in Annex K in NORSOK N-004 than
that can be found in ISO 19902. However, it should be added that also the Annex K in NORSOK is
recommended to be revised in terms of an even more detailed guidance on DFFs to be used in design for
different details.
The Table A.16.12-1 from the commentary part from ISO 19902 is included below as Figure 7-11. The
failure critical component is not precisely defined in ISO 19902 which likely will leads to discussion in
actual projects.
ISO 19902 opens for use of an additional local experience factor. However, its use is likely limited to that
of life extension of platforms based on the text presented in the commentary part.

Figure 7-11

Facsimile of Table A.16.12-1 from commentary part of ISO 19902
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Figure 7-12

Facsimile of Table 3 NORSOK N-001

The loading side in the two standards has not been compared here as the fatigue loads in the two
documents are presented in different formats. This makes a direct comparison difficult without
performing detailed load analysis calculations which are outside the scope of this comparison study.
ISO 19901-3 Part 3: Topside structures have also been assessed. No guidance on fatigue assessment is
given here. The Design Fatigue Factors for the topside structure is the same as for the substructure.

7.7 Comparison of tubular joint strength for simple joints
7.7.1 General
In the subsequent sections direct comparisons of the capacities for a few typical tubular joint geometries
are given. Common for all cases are:








Yield strength set to 420 MPa
Chord diameter set to 1000 mm
Brace angle set to 90 degrees
Axial chord load is set to 0 or 30 % of the yield capacity of the chord, results for both
compression and tension are given
β (brace diameter to chord diameter ratio) equal to 0.8 or 1.0
γ (chord diameter to 2 times chord thickness ratio) equal to 10 or 20
The gap is set to 100 mm in all K-joint cases.

The resulting ratio between the calculated characteristic capacities (no safety factors) is presented in
Table 7-1 to Table 7-6 below. In all tables the capacity Puj.c is presented for zero chord load and for 30%
of yield.
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7.7.2 Results for Y/T-Joints
Table 7-1
Puj.c
Puj.c
Puj.t
Puj.t
Muj.ipb
Muj.ipb
Muj.opb
Muj.opb

No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load

Table 7-2
Puj.c
Puj.c
Puj.t
Puj.t
Muj.ipb
Muj.ipb
Muj.opb
Muj.opb

Ratio ISO 19902/NORSOK R3, compression in chord
β=0.8, γ=10
0.81
0.90
1.00
1.11
1.24
1.23
1.09
1.15

β=1.0, γ=10
0.91
1.01
1.00
1.11
1.19
1.18
1.12
1.18

β=0.8, γ=20
0.65
0.72
1.00
1.11
1.11
1.10
1.15
1.21

β=1.0, γ=20
0.72
0.80
1.00
1.11
1.06
1.05
1.30
1.37

β=0.8, γ=20
0.65
0.59
1.00
0.92
1.11
0.97
1.15
1.07

β=1.0, γ=20
0.72
0.66
1.00
0.92
1.06
0.93
1.30
1.21

Ratio ISO 19902/NORSOK R3, tension in chord

No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load

β=0.8, γ=10
0.81
0.74
1.00
0.92
1.24
1.09
1.09
1.01

β=1.0, γ=10
0.91
0.83
1.00
0.92
1.19
1.04
1.12
1.05

7.7.3 Results for X-Joints
Table 7-3
Puj.c
Puj.c
Puj.t
Puj.t
Muj.ipb
Muj.ipb
Muj.opb
Muj.opb

No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load

Table 7-4
Puj.c
Puj.c
Puj.t
Puj.t
Muj.ipb
Muj.ipb
Muj.opb
Muj.opb

Ratio ISO 19902/NORSOK R3, compression in chord
β=0.8, γ=10
1.00
1.06
1.19
1.17
1.24
1.23
1.09
1.15

β=1.0, γ=10
1.00
0.91
0.62
0.63
1.19
1.18
1.12
1.18

β=0.8, γ=20
1.00
1.06
0.91
0.89
1.11
1.10
1.15
1.21

β=1.0, γ=20
1.00
0.91
0.85
0.87
1.06
1.05
1.30
1.37

β=0.8, γ=20
1.00
0.93
0.91
0.89
1.11
0.97
1.15
1.07

β=1.0, γ=20
1.00
1.03
0.85
0.77
1.06
0.93
1.30
1.21

Ratio ISO 19902/NORSOK R3, tension in chord

No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load

β=0.8, γ=10
1.00
0.93
1.19
1.17
1.24
1.09
1.09
1.01
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β=1.0, γ=10
1.00
1.03
0.62
0.56
1.19
1.04
1.12
1.05
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7.7.4 Results for K-Joints
Table 7-5
Puj.c
Puj.c
Puj.t
Puj.t
Muj.ipb
Muj.ipb
Muj.opb
Muj.opb

No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load

Table 7-6
Puj.c
Puj.c
Puj.t
Puj.t
Muj.ipb
Muj.ipb
Muj.opb
Muj.opb

Ratio ISO 19902/NORSOK R3, compression in chord
β=0.8, γ=10
1.32
1.39
1.32
1.39
1.24
1.23
1.09
1.15

β=1.0, γ=10
1.56
1.65
1.56
1.65
1.19
1.18
1.12
1.18

β=0.8, γ=20
0.87
0.92
0.87
0.92
1.11
1.10
1.15
1.21

β=1.0, γ=20
1.03
1.09
1.03
1.09
1.06
1.05
1.30
1.37

β=0.8, γ=20
0.87
0.81
0.87
0.81
1.11
0.97
1.15
1.07

β=1.0, γ=20
1.03
0.96
1.03
0.96
1.06
0.93
1.30
1.21

Ratio ISO 19902/NORSOK R3, tension in chord

No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load
No chord load
30% chord load

β=0.8, γ=10
1.32
1.23
1.32
1.23
1.24
1.09
1.09
1.01

β=1.0, γ=10
1.56
1.46
1.56
1.46
1.19
1.04
1.12
1.05

7.7.5 Summary
The results show that the ratio between the capacities calculated according to ISO and NORSOK varies
significantly for the selected geometries and chord loads. Ratios between 0.56 and 1.65 are seen (values
above 1 means that ISO gives the larger capacity while below 1.0 means NORSOK gives the larger
capacity.
There are seen values for the capacity ratio above and below 1.0 for all joint types. It is difficult to
conclude about the consequence for structural integrity and impact on fabrication cost as it will be a
function of the actual joint geometry. The large variation indicate that the precision of the joint capacity
formulas are generally low as both families of standards have the same basis, but the NORSOK
standards are more recently updated. Assuming that the latest revised capacity formulas are based on
the most recent research NORSOK results should be giving the most consistent safety level over the
various geometries.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
From this gap study the following conclusions emerge:


The gaps identified show that there is likely that designs according to ISO will lead to increased
fabrication cost compared with NORSOK. The main reason is the increased safety factors,
requirements of stronger joints than members and that reserve strength should be calibrated
against traditional platform designs. In certain cases the requirement to perform linear analyses
as described in ISO will also give less economic structures.



Both standards are judged to, in general, give a satisfactory safety level even if there are cases
where one standard allow for larger loads to be carried than the other. The reason being that
there are margins from the resulting design from the code to what should be regarded as
minimum structural integrity. However, there are cases where the design according to ISO
should be supplemented in order to avoid that certain designs may be unsatisfactory. The areas
that are identified is grouted pile sleeve connections and fatigue of connections with single sided
welds.



There is found large scatter in the calculated capacity for tubular joints when the two standards
are compared. It may imply that some of the safety margins can be eroded if the minimum
capacity in one of the two standards is representing the actual capacity. It may be argued that
NORSOK represent the best estimate for the capacity as it is updated according to recent
research in line with what also is done in API RP2A /8/.



There are more gaps identified that will ease the design process using NORSOK compared with
ISO.



Structural design of topside structures are more explicitly covered in ISO than NORSOK, but
neither set of standards are meeting the needs of the industry with regard to the level of details
required. Supplementary standards and specification will be needed. Both codes refer to other
codes for check of members and joints with other cross-section than circular. In NORSOK
detailed guidance on the use of Eurocode 3 is specified while in ISO several design codes can be
used and it is up to the designer to determine the safety factors to be applied.



ISO does not allow for use of high strength aluminium in welded structures. This means that use
of aluminium as has been made in Norwegian projects cannot be continued if design shall meet
ISO requirements.

When it comes to the decision on which design standards to be used for jacket structures by the
Norwegian offshore industry, one should not only consider the differences in the standard of today, but
also make forecasts of how the standards would be expected to develop. Future revisions may remove
shortcomings of today.
For various reasons the actual ISO standards have shown a longer revision cycle than what has been the
case for corresponding NORSOK standards. Assuming that the technical development within this industry
will not slow down, but rather accelerate, it is obvious that design standards that regulate detailed
methods as today found in ISO and NORSOK standards for jacket platforms need to be revised more
frequent. This means that the relevant ISO standards by looking into their development records are not
a suitable document to give detailed design requirements. NORSOK is today used as a supplement to
ISO and if the development continues as in the past it may be used as a more valuable addition to ISO
in the future.
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It is an impression from the work with this study that the standardisation efforts within the field of
design of jacket structures should aim to develop ISO standards to present the overall principles and
leave detailed design recommendations to other documents. NORSOK standards could fill certain areas.
(E.g. design curves for boat impact totally changed over a period of 10 year due to development in OSV
designs.)
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